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Abstract

This essay explores the domain of technology, in particular the design process

of functional artifacts through the philosophy of cognition and action theory.

The development of artifacts can be considered as transformations in a long

chain of improvements of previous artifacts. In addition to this, as indicated by

Houkes en Vermaas, artifacts should be considered in relation to a use plan.

These starting considerations are, with reference to examples, worked out in a

basic model. Emphasis is given to the fact that usually the transformation steps

are very small and often only intermediate steps in the design process (Delta

Transformation model). A significant part of these transformation steps might

be subconscious information processes on tacit knowledge.

Design is action oriented. Action theory as developed by Donald Davidson

and Fred Dretske can be worked out to identify final cause as a main causal

factor in action theory in general and the design process in particular.

It will be argued, with reference to a number of examples in different do-

mains, that, in addition to the final cause, material - and form cause can be

identified as causal factors playing a role in the cognitive processes of artifact

design. This use of the four causes identified by Aristotle in general, is here

restricted to the use in cognitive processes.

In addition to these well known causalities, nett value is identified as a fifth,

causal factor. In combination with other surrounding conditions a reference

model is defined that can be used for further analyses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Artifacts are ubiquitous in the world we encounter. Without artifacts

there would be no recognizable human life. (Baker (2007): 49)

1.1 Introduction

The quote above, from the beginning of the chapter on Artifacts in her book

The Metaphysics of Everyday Life of Lynne Rudder Baker raises the question

how artifacts could come in such dominant position. There are different ways

to search for answers. This essay focuses on the designing of artifacts.

Developments of artifacts are often considered as results of the successes in

science, but recent developments of philosophy of technology emphasize the role

of technology and engineering. Without diminishing the role of science as the

provider of basic knowledge, it seems fair to claim that it are in fact technology

and related engineering sciences that have brought artifacts into our world.

The difference between science and technology was well formulated by Hen-

ryk Skolimowski:

In science we investigate the reality that is given; in technology we

create the reality according to our designs. (Skolimowski (1966):374)

There is also a historical difference between science and technology. Sci-

ence can be seen as developed out of philosophy, whereas technology has strong

roots in crafts and workmanship. Within the philosophical tradition philosophy

of science developed as a special branch of epistemology. Only in the last decades

it has been recognized that technology should be considered as an other spe-

cial field in philosophy.1 The difference as formulated indicates that more than

knowledge is needed to understand the designing of artifacts. In this paper ele-

ments of philosophy of action, practical reasoning and some additional elements

will be included to account for the main issues in this field.

1More than eighty percent of the references in Philosophy of Technology and Engineering

Sciences are from the last twenty years, most of these even from the last ten years
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Within the philosophy of technology different perspectives can be distin-

guished: most common is what we could identify as the user’s view. Then there

is the outside view, which considers technology as a subject of analysis as such,

in a historical, sociological, or ethical perspective. A third view considers the

design process from an activity point of view, one could say, in contrast with

the other two views, as a view from inside. Less attention has been given to this

perspective, as Peter Kroes points out (Kroes (2009): 406-407):

From a philosophical point of view little is known about what the

distinctive synthetic features of engineering design are. That is be-

cause engineering design or design in general has not received much

attention within the field of philosophy.... The notion of design is in

urgent need of further philosophical explication.2

This raises the following main questions:

(Q1) What can be the role of philosophy of cognition / philosophy

of action in the explanation of functional artifact design?

(Q2) Can our current theories of technical philosophy account for

the growth of available functional artifacts?

The purpose of this essay is to search for answers to these questions and when

applicable contribute to the philosophy of technology debate, from the perspec-

tive of the philosophy of action and cognition. Philosophy of action and cognition

relates too the current concepts of cognitive psychology with the assumptions

that mental processes exist, that they can be studied scientifically, and that

humans are active information processors. (Ashcraft (2006): 29-33) This differ-

entiates the analysis of this essay from behaviorist based approaches as often

seen as a basis in analytical philosophy. Here action theory is considered as a

specific area in the philosophy of cognition

This essay is also based on reflections on the experiences and observations

during almost forty years of involvement in the development of products for

professional applications (for some more details see the endnote of appendix 4).

2Peter Kroes did not indicate why there is not only a need but even an urgent one. I think

of the following reasons to be are applicable:

1. There is a clear unbalance in the amount of activities dedicated to design processes

compared with the other areas of philosophy of technology;

2. It should be recognized that innovation, as a key driver of economic growth, requires a

better fundamental understanding of the design processes;

3. The growing complexity and the increase of external requirements such as human in-

terfacing, environmental conditions and sustainability also require handling by larger

organizations. This requires additional better understanding on how to handle cognitive

processes;
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1.2 Scope and Focus

A first indication of the distinction between the domains of science and technol-

ogy has already been given with Skolimowski’s quotation. Philosophy of tech-

nology includes a wide range of philosophical activities ranging from analytical,

historical, cultural and social analysis to ethics. This range reflects the above

mentioned impact of technology on our life world. So far, relatively little at-

tention has been given to the cognitive aspects of what I call (technological)

design.

Artifacts form a key subject sometimes indicated as technological objects,

usually identified as technological artifacts, in this essay just indicated as (func-

tional) artifacts.

Following Gergely Csibra and Gyrgy Gergely’s hierarchical levels of artifacts,

artifacts in this essay are reusable objects with a value. (Csibra and Gergely

(2005)) This excludes for example the branch broken to the right length by a

chimpanzee to collect termites.3

The word ‘design’ is both a noun and a verb, so it can be used to refer to the

conceptual end product or to the process. Recently it is also used as an adjective

for an artifact. In this essay with the action theoretical orientation ‘design’ is

used as the verb to indicate the actions (unless explicitly said differently). The

focus will be on the conceptual phase, but design will also include the considera-

tions of all activities to come to a new functional artifact, from the identification

of possible improvements of an existing one up to and including the actual re-

alisation of a usable and tested new artifact. Notions like design for marketing,

design for manufacturing, design for logistics, design for maintenance stress the

aspects to be taken into account and to be verified during the realisation of a

new artifact. This makes the use of ‘design’ close to what is usually indicated

as product development, but in its widest sense this also includes elements of

product management, engineering, prototyping, testing and production related

aspects.

Focus

In his General Introduction of The Philosophy of Technology Anthonie Meijers

refers to Carl Mitchim’s distinction between four modes of technology: (Meijers

(2009a): 4)

1. technology as a set of artifacts or systems of artifacts

2. technology as a form of knowledge (for the design, production, mainte-

nance and use of artifacts)

3. technology as a range of activities (designing, producing, maintaining, and

using artifacts)

4. technology as an expression of the will of its makers, designers and pro-

ducers (volitions)

3In section 4.5. this aspect of value will be worked out.
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This essay will focus on the points 2, and 3 and then specifically on the

design process in terms of activities and knowledge, and will consider aspects

such as the use, production, maintenance etc. only as far as they are relevant

to the design phase of the artifacts and artifact systems. Technology will also

be considered as a more or less autonomous cognitive process. Analysis of the

design process will not only be related to the activities of individual designers,

but will be considered to basic cognitive actions. These might, and in general

in case of modern technological artifacts will, be distributed over more persons.

The specific communication and coordination aspects will not be within the

scope of this essay, but form an interesting essential element in the philosophy

of technology.

Also the mode 4 the volitions of designers, although very interesting, will

not be in the scope of this essay. This mode belongs to the more basic drives of

human beings. Like scientists are driven by a basic mode to know, designers are

driven by a basic mode to create.
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Chapter 2

General framework

2.1 A pragmatist phenomenological position

Since an explicit definition of the philosophical position preceding certain anal-

ysis can be useful both for the author and the reader, this subsection articulates

the basic position from which this essay is conceived.

In their review paper Philosophy of Technology Maarten Fransen, Gert-Jan

Lokhorst and Ibo van der Poel separate Analytical Philosophy of Technology

from Ethical- and Social Philosophical analysis. (Franssen et al. (2009)) Al-

though this essay focuses on the aspects covered by them under Analytical, the

approach followed here will be based on the pragmatism and phenomenological

traditions.

The philosophy of action and cognition’s view on artifacts as indicated in

the subtitle of this paper has been chosen because the specific focus will be

on the design of the artifacts, on the progress and process aspects. Philosophy

of cognition in general analyses the various aspects of how we think. how oth-

ers think, how we think others think and how others think others think. Here,

thinking includes: knowing, imagining, understanding, judging and acting. As

we will see all these aspects of thinking will play a role in the analysis of de-

signing artifacts. In particular the quite recent understanding of cognition also

as embedded cognition, according to which the brain includes elements of the

surrounding world as a kind of extension of the body, supports the choice for a

cognitive view of artifact design and usage.

Around 1900 on both sides of the Atlantic, two main tracks in philosophy turned

away from the mainstream neo-Kantian and Hegelian traditions. In the USA it

was pragmatism with Charles Pierce, William James and John Dewey as the

founding fathers. In pragmatism the expression knowing is acting is a leading

paradigm. With the dominant position in America during the first part of the

century, pragmatism as an explicit philosophical position went out of fashion in

the forties. Then, the dominant position was taken over by the logic-positivism

with Rudolf Carnap and Hans Reichenbach and by Philosophy of language.
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Although, with a whole generation of philosophers educated in the tradition

of pragmatism the basic elements remained alive often without being explicitly

named pragmatist. A good example can be found by the position of Arthur

Fine in the realism debate in which he labeled his position Natural Ontological

Attitude (NOA). (Fine (1998)) Few continued to refer explicitly to pragmatism.

Donald A. Schön, who developed a useful concept of reflective practice, as will

be discussed in chapter 4, considered himself to be a Dewey follower.

By the end of the last century Richard Rorty was the first who put an effort

into promoting pragmatic concepts, later also Hillary Putnam, Susan Haack,

Lynne Rudder Baker and others renewed the interest in pragmatism. (Rorty

(1982),Putnam (1987), Putnam (1992), Haack (1998), Baker (2007)) Second

half of the eighties, in The Many Faces of Realism Putnam rejects explicitly the

program of the logic positivists Carnap and Reichenbach, after having worked

with them in the fifties, and returns to the concepts of Pierce, James and Dewey.1

Putnam concludes that his own Intern Realism should have been called prag-

matic realism. (Putnam (1987): 17)

The leading paradigm knowing is acting is also most relevant in the analysis

of design activities. It has been worked out most explicit by Dewey. In the theory

of inquiry he defines as the first step the institution of a problem:

A problem represents a partial transformation by inquiry of a prob-

lem situation into a determinate situation. It is a familiar and sig-

nificant saying that a problem well put is half-solved. (Dewey 1938:

173) The transformation is a combination of conceptual thinking in

the direction of solutions and the actual knowledge of the factual sit-

uation. This transformation is followed by testing the considerations

and judgments made. (Dewey (1938):173-179)

In Europe Edmund Husserl was the founder of the phenomenology, with Heideg-

ger and Merleau-Ponty as the most well known names among a large number of

philosophers. Husserl introduced intentionality in his philosophy as the direct-

edness of the subject to the object. The subject always finds oneself in a given

situation. In phenomenology the expression Being in the World expresses the

main paradigm; this demonstrates the integrated, or even holistic, basic concept.

(Merleau-Ponty (1945) part III) Around 1970 the phenomenological approach

almost disappeared.

Phenomenology developed different varieties. In this essay I will stay close

to the basic phenomenology as grounded by Husserl and recently reviewed by

Dan Zahavi. (Zahavi (2003)) Zahavi argues that Husserl’s phenomenology is

more consistent than is usually assumed. An extensive definition of this basic

phenomenological position is beyond the scope this essay, but the following two

quotes cover it very well:

The world is inseparable from the subject, but from a subject which

is nothing but a project of the world, but from a world which the

1Reichenbach was also his PhD supervisor
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subject itself projects. (quote from Zahavi to indicate that Husserl’s

position is very close to the one adopted by Merleau-Ponty (Zahavi

(2003): 73))

The second quote made by Zahavi comes from Husserl in relation to the

position on intersubjectivity. (Zahavi (2003): 76)

[i]ntersubjectivity is unthinkable unless it is implicit or explicit based

on a common relation with the world.

Interest in the approach of phenomenology increased again in recent decades

in relation to the philosophy of mind, as practiced by among others Zahavi

and Gallagher and demonstrated with their cooperation in publishing The Phe-

nomenological Mind, an introduction to the philosophy of mind and cognitive

science (Gallagher and Zahavi (2008). This renewed interest was fed by the

confirmation of the basic concepts of phenomenology by the neuro- and cogni-

tion sciences.

One of the typical differences between continental and analytical philosophy

is the use of thought experiments, in particular, the use of fictitious entities

such as zombies, brains in a vat, Twin Earths, etc. Philosophers like Zahavi and

Dennett reject the use of such entities (Zahavi (2005): 140-142):

When philosophical fantasies become too outlandish- involving time

machines, say, or duplicate universes or infinitely powerful deceiving

demons- we may wisely decline to conclude anything from them. Our

convictions that we understand the issues involved may be unreli-

able, an illusion produced by the vividness of the fantasy (Dennett

1981, 230).

In this essay only real life examples will be used.

Analytically oriented philosophers typically are inclined to behavioural or

atomistic concepts, analyzing down to the lowest possible level or even beyond

that. Then, as among others Lynne Rudder Baker argues, one loses the essential

macro features of artifacts. (Baker (2007): 25-32) The more holistic approach as

advocated by Baker comes with the phenomenological component in this essay.

This will also be consistent with Aristotle’s view:

In the case of all things which have several parts and in which the

whole is not, as it where, a heap but the totality is something besides

the parts, there is a cause of unity;...[w]hat is the cause of the unity

of round and bronze? The difficulty disappears because the one is

matter, the other form.

He then refers to the agent who makes the thing from potential to actual.

(Aristotle (Aristotle): Metaphysics VIII 6, 10-30)2

2This causal relation between matter, form and agent will be worked out in chapter 4
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The analytical tradition usually practices a more clear and efficient use of

language compared with the abundant use of language often used in the phe-

nomenological tradition. In this essay I try to apply this more analytical style

where also the use of diagrams is more accepted. Therefore, the philosophical

methodology followed here could be characterized as Pragmatist-Phenomenological-

Analysis (PPA).

This essay makes use of some elements of the work of Houkes and Vermaas as

published in Technical functions, on the Use and Design of Artifacts. (Houkes

and Vermaas (2010)) They define their position quite clearly:

Unlike work done in the phenomenological tradition, we focus on

the role of reasoning, deliberation and evaluation in human involve-

ments with artifacts. This places us in the tradition of philosophy of

action. This discipline centers on issues such as distinction between

intentional action and mere behavior, the differentiation of actions,

and the reasons instead of- but in relation to - causes for actions.

Reasoning and deliberation apply to artifact use and design because

our typical involvement with artifacts is goal-directed. (id:16)

The more analytical oriented position of Houkes and Vermaas is quite different

from the PPA as defined above. This leads to a different focus as indicated in

appendix 1. With the PPA approach a more in depth analyses is possible of the

design processes.

2.2 Methodological considerations

This subsection clarifies the basic structure of reasoning in the next chapters

and adds some remarks about and justifications of the chosen methodology.

Chapter 3 Gives a short analyses of the development of artifacts in order to

define a reference model for design processes as the basis for further analyses.

This includes the use of the notion use plan as introduced by Houkes and Ver-

maas. The way of working of designers is analysed with the role of required

capabilities.

Exploring the cognitive processes related to design runs in basic restrictions.

The main problem is that we, human beings, are quite restricted to analyse our

own cognitive processes. As among others Thomas Metsinger explains, this is

fundamental because the brains evolved to act in the fastest and most efficient

way to survive. Monitoring how the brain works internally would not contribute

to survival, in contrary, it would slow down operational processes and cost extra

energy. (Metzinger (2009))3 Also the analysis of what others do when performing

cognitive processes is very limited.

3It would have been beneficial for philosophers, but apparently philosophers did not play a

dominant role in human evolution. For that same reasons, performance and energy, computer

systems cannot monitor low level operational processes.
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Three different approaches to analyse the cognitive processes can be consid-

ered, as summarized below.

Observation of capabilities

Nancy J.Nersessian summarizes, with various references in her contribution for

The Cognitive Basis of Science, three different methods to be distinguished in

the analysis of the cognition processes of Science. (Nersessian (2002)) The same

distinction seems to be applicable in the cognitive oriented analysis of artifact

design.

1. In vivo studies are studies based on observations in natural settings. For

the study of real breakthrough scientific discoveries this would be just luck when

such a study project would coincide with such a discovery. The same is true for

real breakthroughs in design. In both cases smaller steps can be observed by

anyone, preferably with an understanding of the design aspects. Such as one of

the team members with an eye for such processes. Some examples will be given

in chapter 3 and appendix 4.

2. In vitro studies try to analyse the capabilities required for design activities

in specific test environments. The number of reports is quite limited, but Donald

Schön describes an interesting example as will be summarized in chapter 3.

3. Sub specie historiae analysis tries to catch the basic cognitive processes

by analysing historical developments. As she mentions, underlying the use of

the cognitive historical method is a continuum hypotheses. (Nersessian (2002):

135) This hypotheses assumes that the cognitive practices employed in science

(and in technology), did not change over time and these are extensions of the

kind cognitive practices humans employ in coping with their environment and

problem solving of a more ordinary kind. The appendices 3 and 4 describe a

number of examples that are used to identify the transformations in historical

developments of some functional artifacts.

Although the possibilities to analyse the basic cognitive process are limited,

the examples appear to be useful to support the analysis of action causality

made in chapter 4.

Observation of incapabilities

In a way the observations of limitations and incapabilities are the most valuable

because they can be very useful to identify specific functions that cannot be

easily identified as subfunctions of complete functional capabilities. Two kinds

of incapability situations can be distinguished: innate- and trauma caused inca-

pabilities.

Examples of innate incapabilities will be mentioned in chapter 3 with the

observation mentioned by Donald Schön and in appendix 4 with the example

of analog circuit design and with the example of the functional digital design.

Unfortunately these examples have not been analysed in more detail, they only

give a rough indication of the missing capability.

More details are available in some examples of the trauma caused incapabil-

ities, because in case of the change caused by trauma, the missing function is

more clear and subject of medical, neurological investigations. Among the best

13



known examples are the ones analysed and published by Antonio R. Damasio

such as that of Patient Elliot. As this one concerns a capability that is also

essential in design processes it will be taken as a main example in chapter 3.

Empirical neuro scientific evidence

A completely different approach is not based on the observation of capabilities

but on views of the neural processes. New measurement methods already did

yield information about cognitive processes while monitored by functional-MRI

brain scans. Results of these methods probably will increase our understanding

of design processes in futere.

Chapter 4 analyses the causation aspects of action theory applied on design ac-

tions. The historical concept of causation will be reviewed. In the area of design

actions the currently common meaning of causation, the mechanical causation

as Hume identified with one billiard ball colliding with an other, falls short in

explanation power for theory of actions in general and even more specific in

understanding design processes. The versatility of causal concepts derived from

Aristotle’s four causations will be illustrated with a couple of examples mainly

from two distinct domains, namely design of agricultural - and electronic ar-

tifacts as described in appendixes 3 and 4. The model of causation of chapter

4, could be based on evidence, namely the results of the design processes as

these can be observed with real artifact developments and interpreted as causal

factors. That does not imply that these causes can always really be one to one

related and reduced to basic mental (neural) states/processes yet, if at all.4

2.3 Conclusions

(C2.3.1) Pragmatism and Phenomenology can form a consistent, partly com-

plementary, base for cognition oriented philosophical analysis in this case of the

design of functional artifacts.

(C2.3.2) There are fundamental limitations to get a reductionist understand-

ing of the mental processes, different methods and views have to be combined, in

a pragmatic phenomenological analysis to improve the understanding of design

processes.

(C2.3.3.) The observation in chapter 1.2., that Artifacts by definion can

be considered to have a value will be relevant later and will be worked out in

chapter 4.

4It goes beyond the scope of this essay to work out the similar causal factors and cognition

processes of animals like chimpanzees and elephants when they select and even adapt the size

of a stick, respectively tree branch for a certain purpose. Other interesting examples could be

found with nest building of birds and bevers. The basic shape concepts might be innate, but

the birds and the bevers have to select and judge the material for its purpose.

14



Chapter 3

Development of Artifacts

and How Designers Work

An analysis of the development of scientific knowledge must take ac-

count of the way science has actually been practiced.(Kuhn (1970))1

The purpose of this chapter is to relate designing to more general cognition

functions in this search for the understanding of artifact design. First the de-

velopment of artifacts will be characterized. Then the question how designers

work will be addressed and related to basic cognitive characteristics.

3.1 Development of Artifacts

In this section the developments of artifacts will be considered as a chain of

processes. Then these processes will be addressed in relation to the artifact

usage. Based on this analysis a reference model of the design process in its

chain will be defined.

3.1.1 The chain of developments

In attachments 2 and 3 various examples are given to illustrate that artifact

developments are almost always based on previous artifacts. This conclusion

can also be found in the works of several authors.

Beth Preston concluded that design process of artifacts in general can be

understood as actions to improve existing artifacts. She calls radical novelties

vanishingly rare. (Preston (2009): 216)

Houkes and Vermaas state that: The most typical characteristic of designers

1(Kuhn (1970): 11) This is the strategy that also is chosen in this essay regarding technol-

ogy.
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activities in the ‘reproduction process’: is the improvement of existing solutions.2

They worked out a model of the design activities and introduced the representa-

tion (R) of the artifact (p) as the base for the next design process (represented

by a wavy arrow), as indicated in figure 3.1.

figure 3.1: Houkes and Vermaas’ sequential model

Although the above statement at first view might be acceptable, it then raises

two main questions:

1. How could it ever have started?

2. Can this process be accounted for by basic cognitive processes?

The first question is addressed by two examples below. The second question will

be addressed in chapter 4.

The start of the incremental processes

Functional artifacts are characterized by their function. A genealogical exer-

cise can reduce the whole collection of artifacts, that surround us, to a limited

number of basic functions. One can even state that basic revolutionary steps in

artifact developments are very exceptional.

In architecture, Buildings started with the shelter of a large leaf as chim-

panzees use to keep dry. The first key step, by early homoids, has been the fixing

of leaves to branches instead of holding the leaves. From there it just has been

a continuous series of small steps to huts and from there to houses by apply-

ing other materials and then more recently to skyscrapers. Most of the major

steps were made possible by innovations of materials such as concrete, reinforced

concrete and in particular prestressed concrete with in parallel developments of

cast iron and steel. Only a few major conceptual inventions can be identified

such as the arch construction, first widely applied by the Romans. This usage

of the arch was unique, none of the large cultures such as the Egyptian, Greek,

Chinese or South American cultures made such use of the concept.

In transport, it started with rolling materials over tree trunks or stone balls,

the key step, the invention of the wheel formed the base of all the means of road

transport we now have available. In the conclusion of her chapter Artifacts,

Lynne Baker states that when automobiles were invented, a new kind of thing

came in to existence and it changed the world. (Baker (2007): 66) In the context

2The expression ‘reproduction process’, as used by Houkes and Vermaas is probably in-

fluenced by their attempt to apply their ICE theory into the domain of biology. (Houkes

and Vermaas (2010)) I think that with their reference to evolution theories, they remain too

close to the biological concepts where only random changes during the evolution process oc-

cur during the ’reproduction’ process. (p60-66). In artifact design a direction precedes the

’reproduction’ process.
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of her analysis that might be a valid observation. In the context of the above

defined thesis there is no real moment of invention of the automobile she refers

to. In retrospect replacing the horse by an engine was inevitable. The first steam

powered car was realised in 1769 by Nicolas-Joseph Cugnot, more than a century

before the petrol fueled combustion engines of Daimler and Benz (1885) that

formed the base of today’s cars. (Pollard and Trotman (1995))

The first vehicles with an engine were just based on the concept of a carriage

with the horse replaced by an engine. It took more than half a century to get the

type of automobile that really changed the world. The only really revolutionary

step in transport, after that of the wheel, was the introduction of the airplane

with the concept to separate the carrying function of the wings from the moving

force, whereas birds have these combined.

In parallel with the incremental developments from primitive basic functions,

the development of artificial power generation should be mentioned as a main

key in technological developments. In addition to that, the scientific knowledge

and understanding of electricity and magnetism yielded a wealth of application

opportunities.

3.1.2 The ’Use Plan’ concept

The most essential aspect of functional artifacts is their relation to the usage. As

a consequence the knowledge of the use and usage environment is an essential

input for the design and the design improvement.

Houkes and Vermaas introduce the notion use plan as an action theory

based element to account for understanding both the usage and the design of

artifacts, including the relation between these two, in a wider, application, con-

text. (Houkes and Vermaas (2010)) They specify plans as complex mental items

consisting of considered actions, based on beliefs about the world, ourselves, and

the effect of actions, similar to a belief or an intention. (id.: 18)

They add that plan in daily use already includes a good amount of (prac-

tical) rationality. This includes the following context related elements: effec-

tiveness, goal consistency, means-end consistency and belief consistency. (id.:

39-41)3 These elements of rationality can then be used to evaluate artifact use

and design.

To illustrate the product design related to the use plan, Houkes and Vermaas

consider the design of a nail clipper. However, the specific design process is not

covered by their analysis. (see comparison with the PPA approach in appendix

1)

3.1.3 The Delta Transition model (DT model)

Based on the above we can combine the chain concept with the use plan. How-

ever, the use of representation (R) as the input for the design process needs

3’Belief’ in the domain of action theory usually combined with desire, has a meaning close

to knowledge and expectation.
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to be modified. It is not just incomplete in practice, it conflicts with the basic

assumptions of pragmatism and phenomenology with their integrated concept

of subject and object. The reference model for further analyses is visualized in

figure 3.2

figure 3.2 reference model

Here P stands not just for predecessor (p) as in figure 3.1, but P includes

all information related to p. That means that, there is more than product p

and representation R (Reference information as mentioned with fig. 3.2) it can

include test results, user reports and even misfunctional or broken down items,

etc.

The Delta Transformation model(or Transition) model: DT (Delta indicating

the small incremental steps) is supposed to be applicable both to the sequential

succession of realized artifacts as well as to the intermediate stages in the design

process made visible with drawings and prototypes, but more often these stages

will not be visible as these are interactive processes with reality in the mind of

the designers.

3.2 How designers work

The title of this subsection is taken from Henrik Gedenryd’s thesis on his cog-

nition oriented analysis of design activities. (Gedenryd (1998))4 He positions

a practical approach against the traditional, intellectual, what he calls intra-

mental approach. With intra-mental cognition he indicated the view of cognition

as a process that is contained entirely within the mind, and which is performed

by the mind alone, cognition being strictly isolated and separated from action,

perception, and every aspect of the surrounding world, be it material, social or

cultural. (id.: 7-8) Information Processing Theory proved to be inadequate as

a fundamental theory of cognition. The standard diagnosis is that its problems

are located in the computer model of the mind and the symbolic view of cog-

nition. According to Gedenryd this is not the crucial defect. Intra mentality is

the culprit that caused the problems in explaining cognitive processes. One of

the reasons that this key issue has not been recognized is the fact that it is

not stated explicitly. (id.: 9) In contrast to the intellectual perspective, there is

an alternative approach where cognition is seen as fundamentally practical by

4His analysis will be recognized by most people who are, or have been, involved in design

processes.
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nature. He then refers to Husserl, Heidegger and pragmatism, in particular as

worked out by John Dewey. (id.: 10)

3.2.1 How designers don’t work

In Practical Reasoning and Engineering Jesse Hughes reviews some more or less

formalized concepts.

Engineering is successful to the extent that it provides means to

satisfy our needs and desires, i.e. if it is successful as a method

of practical reasoning. The final end of the design process is the

technical artifact. Artifacts - both types and tokens - are evaluated

in terms of their effectiveness and reliability, that is in terms of their

efficacy as means. (Hughes (2009): 375)

He argues that instrumentalism is eminently applicable as a theory of practical

reasoning in the process of engineering design. (id.: 376) The fundamental thesis

of instrumentalism is that practical reasoning consists of nothing but means

end (short for means to an end) reasoning. Hughes then refers to the more

formalized methodologies as for example described in Dym and Little. In his

section Syllogism and means a formal structure is specified of a means end

reasoning as found in (Curchland, 1970):

I want ϕ.

Doing α is a way for me to bring about ϕ under these circumstances.

There is no other way to bring about ϕ now which is preferable to

me than doing α.

There is no sufficient reason for me not to bring about ϕ under these

circumstances.

Therefore, let me do α

However, designers do not work according to such strict logical schemes! In

his chapters The master plan and The failure of design methods of his thesis

Gedenryd gives a critical analysis of design methodologies because the conven-

tional theories describe the wrong concepts. He considers these as belonging to

the same family of rationalities as described by Pappus way back in Alexandria

in the fourth century. Pappus described a method, in the domain of mathemat-

ics, of how to analyze a new theorem first down to basic axioms in order to

use the same steps to synthesize the theorem by building up steps from axioms.

G.Polya in his How to Solve It refers to Pappus’ concepts as a general method

to solve problems and to create solutions. Since the middle of the last century,

this methodological concept has been generally adopted and has been worked

out in various ways. These design methods have been applied on large scale

by NASA and military-type technology projects. This model became also well

accepted in the area of software engineering.

Gedenryd refers to several authors who reject these methodological concepts

as these would only be applicable to simple routine design work. (Gedenryd
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(1998): 59-62) He states that the fundamental mistake, made by Pappus first,

and consequently made by all who worked out the concept into design method-

ologies, is that the method describes the products, not the processes. (id.: 62)

Also Bryan Lawson, in How Designers Think, the design process demystified,

evaluates various design methods and design process “maps”. (Lawson (2005):

33) The common idea behind these methods and maps is the assumption of

a sequence of distinct and identifiable activities can be applied. He concludes

that: Unfortunately these assumptions turn out to be rash.

3.2.2 How designers work

The start of a design as an action to solve a problem, has been criticized by many

as Gedenryd emphasized with a couple of references. Donald Schön coined the

term problem setting to indicate that the identification of a problem as a first

step should not be seen independent from the solution. Or put more sharply,

designers create problems first.

In Educating the Reflective Practitioner Donald A Schön made a distinction

between technological activities in activities on the high grounds and between

activities in the swamps.5 The activities on the high grounds can be “handled”

by the book. The activities in the swamps are the more complex, unique ones,

where various elements, not all fully known, play a role and judgment based

on considerations of various aspects including economics and risks is required.

(Schön (1988): 8) He worked in a team that observed and trained professionals

in design. Based on their observations they recognised that inherent, in the

practice of unusually competent professionals lies a core of artistry.

[This] artistry is an exercise of intelligence, a kind of knowing, though

different in crucial respects from our standard model of professional

knowledge. It is not inherently mysterious; it is rigorous in its own

terms; and we can learn a great deal about it by carefully studying

the performance of unusually competent performers.

Some different competences were observed:

There are an art of problem framing, an art of implementation, and

an art of improvisation, all necessary to mediate the use in practice

of applied science and technique. (Schön (1988): 13)

Teachers say:

that there are essential “covert things” that can never be explained

either the students gets them in the doing, or he does not get them

at all. (id.: 82)

5Donald Schön studied philosophy, Ph D on John Dewey’s theory of inquiry, wrote with

the experience of a working life as an industrial consultant, technology manager and teacher

in a professional school. (Schön (1983).:vii)
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Schön reported that they analyzed the characteristics of the architectural design,

but claimed these characteristics to be equally applicable in other areas.

The designers were asked to give as much explanation as possible of what

they were thinking, considering and doing. Sketches were collected and the ses-

sions were taped. Although the design processes and considerations were quite

different a number, of more or less common elements could be detected.

All the participants reasoned their way from premises to conclusions. Their

premises took the form of design rules, sometimes explicitly stated, more often

implicitly understood; their conclusions took the form of judgments about the

desirable or undesirable directions of designing or decisions about design moves.

Rules were used but never in an absolute way, exceptions were easily made.

Especially references and experienced archetypes guide the selection of rules,

but they are also base for the challenging of the rules. Functional types, used

to provide information necessary for the application of design rules, supply the

intermediate premises of reasoning.

Schön opposed the instrumental model as a structured way of designing.

Instead, he claimed design should be seen as a kind of art. With examples

from workshops he argued that the art can improve by experience, by being

coached, but not without a certain amount of talent, to be there as a starting

predisposition. (Schön (1988): 80-99)

3.2.3 System Design

The reference model defined in section 3.1.3. is based on the redesigning of

existing functional artifacts. System design does not always start with one or

more specific examples, but with a System Requirements Specification (SRS)

for new applications.

The design of larger systems in general will show a combination of what

usually is indicated as top-down and bottom-up design processes. The top-down

approach starts with a split of required functions into subfunctions. During this

split, system designers already have a notion of the kind of subsystems and

components that will be available or are feasible to be realized. Subfunctions in

general will have a coherent functional structure with welldefined, (or definable

during the later phases) interfaces. That does not necessarily mean they are

closed physical units. For instance, complex subsystem functions in general are

to be considered as a conglomerate of sub functions. These subfunction can be

allocated as welldefined spatial units, but more often the function is distributed

over the complete system.

For instance, the brake system of a car should from a functional design point

of view realize the brake function. However, the requirements specification is

related to the overall specification of the car. The design specification is related

to other characteristics of the car and should specify the allocation of functional

requirements to user interfaces and the the brake controls, the servo unit, the

control indicators, the hydraulic system etc). Each of these subfunctions should

be mechanically positioned.
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System design also requires some kinds of basic capabilities to have an

overview of complexity and a tacit knowledge of the functions and additional

characteristics of system modules.

3.3 Embedded Cognition and Tacit Knowledge

Basic cognitive characteristics of artifact design

As the amount of cognition oriented analysis of technological design is rather

limited, in this section references will also be made to a couple of applicable

contributions in the Cognition Basis of Science. (Carruthers et al. (2002)) In

his contribution Human Evolution and the Cognitive Basis of Science Steven

Mithen, defines as basic characteristics of science, (Mithen (2002): 24)6:

1. Detailed observations of the natural world;

2. The generation of hypotheses with the potential of falsification;

3. The notion of causation;

4. The use of tools to extend human perception and cognition;

5. The accumulation of knowledge;

6.The use of metaphor and analogy to facilitate scientific thought

and to aid communication.

Most of these are, indirectly (as technology makes use of scientific knowledge)

and directly, applicable as characteristics of technology, with the exception of

element 2. Falsification is applicable in a completely different way: the appli-

cation of hypotheses or ideas will be falsified in practice, by testing during the

design process, and after that by experience, whether or not the resulting arti-

fact proves to be satisfying in actual use.

Based on these characteristics Mithen analyses the findings of prehistorical

research and concludes that Neanderthaler and probably also earlier hominoid

already showed characteristics 1 and 3 of these characteristics. Homo Sapiens

between 50 000 and around 8000 years ago shows three cognitive foundations for

science (and technology), the use of material culture to extend human perception

and cognition, the accumulation of knowledge through time, and the use of

metaphor and analogy.

(CS 3.3.1) The general assumption is that the capabilities to perform the

basic functions for artifact design remained basically the same over these last

8000 years, be it that the performance might have been stimulated and improved

by cultural development.

The notion of tacit knowing has been coined by Michael Polanyi. (Polanyi

(1966)) It is not restricted to designers. Schön argues that this can be rec-

6with the remarks that, these are not philosophical definitions and that not all of these are

necessarily essential
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ognized by many other professionals such as lawyers, and even accountants.

(Schön (1983): 52).7

Although direct empirical evidence that our brains integrate tools as ex-

tensions of our own bodies is quite recent, the understanding of this being the

case is much older. Michael Polanyi used the example how a stick can be used

to probe a cave and form an impression of the internal shape without seeing

it or directly feeling it. More specific in relation to scientific and technologi-

cal knowledge, Polanyi introduced the notion of tacit knowledge to indicate the

large amount of implicit, non-linguistic knowledge that plays an essential role in

human activities. (Polanyi (1966)) The example of face recognition is often used

to indicate this kind of knowledge, but also recognition of plants and minerals

are good examples. We recognize familiar faces immediately in a large crowd,

but we are not able to describe a face by the use of language. However, we are

able to recognize a face from a photo, a painting and even from the minimal

sketch or a caricature. In other words as Polanyi formulates it: we know more

than we can say. (id: 4) Such tacit knowledge has a holistic character, it cannot

be simply reduced to components. Polanyi refers to Gestalt psychology and to

skills with the combination of knowing what and knowing how

True knowledge of a theory can be established only after it has been

interiorized and extensively used to interpret experience. (id.: 21)

It is that interiorized knowledge that forms the base for playing with concepts

where this knowledge is integrated.

With the example of the stereo viewer where our brains make a three dimen-

sional image of two two-dimensional pictures, Polanyi argues that integration of

available knowledge is done (partly?) without us being aware of it.

In his overview Tacit Knowledge and Engineering Design Paul Nightingale

gives a number of references with empirical evidence that support Polanyi’s

view that much of our learning and problem solving ability is tacit. (Nightingale

(2009)) As for example Damasio states: it is quite obvious that the basic tacit

capabilities developed in an earlier stage in evolution than the higher cognition

and linguistic capabilities. (Damasio (1999): 30-31)

3.3.1 The acquisition process

It is generally accepted that embedded cognition and tacit knowledge are typ-

ically not acquired by book learning, but these will be based on what Dewey

indicated as inquiring action. Gedenryd makes a division into exploration and

experimentation. (Gedenryd (1998): 123-130)

Exploration

Exploration, kind of (un)structural playing around, without a specific purpose,

prediction or expectation, will not only provide the knowledge and understand-

7Indeed every one who worked with financial professionals accountants, financial controllers

etc. for the first time will be amazed by the speed how they find their way in large number of

figures, and get at the significant information for example in complex balance sheets.
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ing of the characteristics of the component or artifact, but as Gedenryd states

with a refers to Dewey: to make changes which will elicit some previously un-

perceived qualities, and by varying conditions of perception shake loose some

property which as it stands blinds or misleads us. Schön characterises this kind

of activity as: This is much of what an infant does when he explores the world

around him.

Materials, and artifacts as components, with their forms and characteristics

will be explored to acquire knowledge, or in colloquial language get a feeling.

Experimentation Gedenryd defines experimentation as more powerful than

exploration, in design it is the main method for testing and working out ideas.

He argues, with reference to a case description in Schön’s The reflective prac-

titioner, that, in architecture, drawing en sketching are not just recording the

end product of design, but these are tools to verify the feasibility of the ideas.

More in general, experiments show the limitations of simulations in the head, by

interactive experimentations in the world. Experiments in the world can reveal

the unanticipated consequences of ideas.

Processing

A significant part of the processing of the acquired knowledge can be uncon-

scious. Marc Slors refers to a number of quotes from famous scientists about

the moments of their discoveries. (Slors 2010) These quotes suggest that the

solutions to tremendously complex problems apparently ‘just come to them’,

without conscious effort. Slors states that although the thought processes that

lead from what these scientists already know to their discoveries were completely

unconscious, it is not to be denied that these processes were only possible due

to years of stage setting including numerous conscious episodes.

3.3.2 Rationality, Judgment and Decision making

Among the key processes in artifact design are a cluster of processes indicated

as theoretical rationality, practical rationality, judgment and decision making.

In daily life and in philosophy there is some overlap in the meaning of these

indications. The majority of the philosophical activities on these subjects have

their focus on ethics. Although ethics should play and often plays a role in

artifact design, it is not a main element in the basic design process considered

here. It will be included as an element in the overal value judgement(see 4.5).

Theoretical Rationality

It is quite common to divide rationality into theoretical - and practical rational-

ity. The definition of Mele seems to be consistent with most other authors:

[t]theoretical or epistemic rationality is concerned with what is ra-

tional to believe, or with certain rational degree of belief.(Mele and

Rawling (2004))

This seems to relate to conscious activities only. However, as analysed both

in the examples of chapter 4 and the references above, interiorized and tacit

knowledge play a substantial role in artifact design.
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Practical Rationality

The view, among philosophers, of what should be understood by practical ra-

tionality is more diverse. It is generally understood that it relates to the desires

of, the judgment of and decision to choose certain alternatives. Many authors

state that the two rationalities are more or less strongly interrelated. These dis-

cussions are strongly related to the kind of discussion domain, with ethics as

the most important domain. The element of deliberation plays a role in most

of the domains. In artifact design it is an element exercised by every one who

is involved in structuring one’s thoughts. Almost every design activity today

is team work. This deliberation is also a main element in the communication

processes of the team involved.

In relation to action-theoretical-approaches practical rationality is concerned

with what is rational to do, or to intend, or to desire. (Mele and Rawling (2004):

30) It takes a distinctly normative question as a starting point. Practical ratio-

nality thus is not concerned with matters of fact but with matters of value,

reasons for desire.

The actual judgment of all aspects in the decision making process, finally

appears not to be a pure rational process, as illustrated by the famous case of

Damasio with patient Trefor. (Damasio (1994): chap 3) Mr Trefor had a tumour

removed from his brain. After that operation he failed to function properly

at home and at his work. However, he passed all standard cognition tests. In

the last test he realised an above average score with his capability to react

to social situations and account for the reasons and consequences of certain

decisions, including the potential consequences. In other words his practical

rationality capability showed good results. However, as he himself said ‘yet I

would still not know what to decide’. With the removal of the brain parts

that also relate to emotional activities he had lost that particular capability

to weigh the values of the alternatives and to make decisions. Part of that

weighing can be done rationally, but as various incompatible values are involved

it requires more, or rather, a different capability to compare and value each

alternative in a proper way to come to decisions. A significant part of this

process is performed at a sub-conscious level, as is also demonstrated by various

experiments with sub-conscious influences. Human beings are very capable of

giving rational explanations, reasons for their behaviour, be it notoriously not

very reliable.

3.4 Conclusion

(C3.4.1.) The development of artifacts can be understood as the results of count-

less numbers of transitions, small design changes. Only a small number is ob-

servable as realised artifacts, but most are intermediate results in the mind of

designers and design teams.

(C3.4.2.) Existing artifacts form the input of the design process, not in isolation,

but in combination with all kinds of related information including what Houkes
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and Vermaas called the use plan. The use plan is a notion to indicate the

understanding ’how to use the artifact to perform its function in supporting

a users action’.

(C.3.4.3.)There is no basic difference in this process between the historical de-

velopments and the design processes of individual designers and design teams.

(C3.4.4) Two different conceptual approaches in the analysis of artifact design

can be observed. There is the analytical oriented approach where artifact design

is considered as based on rational reasoning. This approach is applicable in case

of routine design with relatively small modifications of existing artifacts and in

case combinations of existing artifacts. In these cases prescribing methodologies

are applicable.

But as various authors argued and demonstrated, conceptual and more inno-

vative design steps often require a more integral process of understanding based

on interiorized tacit knowledge. The capability of this way of designing requires

an innate base, that can not be learned, but when this base is available it can

be further developed by training and experience.

(C3.4.5) The above made observations can be summarised in a diagram as

given below.8

figure 5.2 creative process

Remark: The judgment activity in the diagram includes both the rational de-

liberation and the unconscious weighing of incommensurable values as will be

addressed in chapter 4.

How the complex, partly unconscious, transformation processes can be under-

stood will be the main subject of the next chapter.

8This is an extension of the diagram given by Bryan Lawson. (Lawson (2005): 149)
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Chapter 4

Action theory and

causation

This chapter summarises first the main concepts of action theory and of cau-

sation. Based on these two the use of final cause will be justified as a causal

factor in action theory. Two more Aristotelian causal factors will be introduced

more specific applicable to functional artifact design with examples from two

distinct domains as indicated in the appendixes 3 and 4. In addition to those

causal factors, value will be identified as an additional relevant factor.

4.1 Action theory

Philosophy of action, also indicated as action theory, covers a range of philo-

sophical activities with a growing interest, stimulated by recent results in neu-

rosciences and by discussions on free will. In the context of this essay we can

restrict ourself to the aspects related to artifact design actions. This reduces

the focus to the specific question in action theory: what causes the action?, The

basic principle common to all causal theories of action is that:

[t]he agent performs an action only if an appropriate internal state of

the agent causes a particular result in a certain way. (Davis (2010):

32)

Wayne A. Davis observes that there is a distinct difference between agent causa-

tion and event or state causation. This refers to a variety of views. To summarize

these views very briefly: agent causation makes use of the concept of agent in-

tention, in which intention usually is formed by the combination of beliefs and

desires. With the event- or state causation approach the agent intentions are not

the main interest. Others’ views put emphasis on the agent as a complete en-

tity. (Davis (2010): 32-34) Human beings, designers in this context, are usually

considered as agents with practical reasoning to reach a goal.1

1This does not exclude actions, also within the design processes, without practical reasoning
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In parallel, a significant discussion in Action Theory is focused on the so

called physicalism issue. Although it is not the focus of this essay, when causality

is discussed this issue can not be completely neglected.

Physicalism claims that the actions of physical objects can be completely

explained in terms of physical causes and laws. The position that assumes that

the same ‘mental state’ is related to the same physical state is usually called

type identity. The position I take in this essay is that the mental states such

as beliefs and desires are higher level functional identifications of states and

processes that actually are activations of neurological instances. At a low level

certain actions indeed can be explained by detailed neurological processes (see

example in appendix 2). However, the actions of designing functional artifacts

are far too complex to be worked out at a detailed neural level. If this would at

all be possible, it would require large computer facilities. But, large computer

facilities have a similar problem, it will not be possible to follow at low circuitry,

bit level what really happens. To perform the same function they will not act in

exactly the same way at low level. This last remark can easily be demonstrated

by a simple example. This text typed with a particular pc running Microsoft

OS compared with an other type pc will generate the same text in a differ-

ent way. This position is usually called token identity.2 However, the output

string of bytes to the printer would be identical (type identity), assuming the

pc is configured in the right way. It is the so called printer driver programme

that transforms into the required output. With human beings we can see this

programming process taking place. Just after birth infants see their own arms

moving almost at random, gradually they program their neurons to act accord-

ing to their will.3

4.2 The notion of causation

Now first, a kind of reevaluation of the notion of causation is needed as used

in this essay of artifact design activities. Aristotle identified four, usually in-

terrelated, causes (final cause, form cause, material cause and the well-known:

efficient cause) Historically the usage of the term cause narrowed down to the

efficient cause.

The concept of final cause vanished due to two developments. First, the

concept was considered to belong to the domain of the mysteries. For example

Descartes stated:

[t]hat he [God] is capable of countless things whose causes are beyond

my knowledge. And for this reason alone I consider the customary

search for final cause to be useless in physics; there is considerable

rashness in thinking myself capable of investigating the impenetrable

purposes of God. (Descartes (1641): Meditations IV,55)

2For some more information and a survey of references on this issue see e.g. Davis (2010)
3”Will” is here meant not in an ontological sense, but just as a higher level of action control
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Then there was Hume’s view, based on the success of physics, since the

mathematical foundation of mechanics by Newton’s laws:

Elasticity, gravity, cohesion of parts, communication of motion by

impulse; these are probably the ultimate causes and principles which

we shall ever discover in nature and we may esteem ourselves suffi-

ciently happy, if by accurate enquiry and reasoning, we can trace up

the particular phenomena to, or near to, these general principles. 4

This reduction was confirmed in Kant’s Kritik der reinen Vernunft. With

causation as one of his categories of knowledge, he explicitly referred to Hume’s

principium causalitatis. (Kant (1787) B19). Since then efficient cause has re-

mained virtually the only causal mode in the philosophy of science, in particular

of physics, that was considered as the reference model for scientific knowledge. In

practice the life sciences continued to use the final cause in their understanding

of nature.

Unfortunately insufficient attention has been given later to the analysis Kant

made in his Kritik der Urteilskraft. In the second part of the Kritik der teleolo-

gischen Urteilskraft Kant introduces again the notion of final cause, although he

is not using the Aristotelean terminology of the final cause. He there makes the

distinction between the existence of the basic goal directed mechanism in nature

objektiven Zweckmässigkeit and the understanding of this concept in the Dialek-

tik der teleologische Urteilskraft. (Kant (1790): second part sections 61-91) But

as there was no theoretical and mathematical foundation of these mechanisms,

such as the laws of Newton did to ground the mechanical oriented notion of

efficient causation, they did not receive the status of the efficient cause at that

time.

The next section will focus on a justifiable basis of final cause.

4.3 Action theory and final cause

Wittgenstein introduced a focus on a very basic question in action theory:

I raise my arm, my arm goes up. And the problem arises: what is

left over if I subtract the fact that my arm goes up from the fact

that I raise my arm (Are the kinaesthetic sensations my willing?)

(Wittgenstein (1945): 621)

In his Problems in the Explanation of Action Donald Davidson picked up

this question and states that it is the agent that raises his arm, but then that

‘[t]he cause can’t be identical with the effect’. (Davidson (1987): 102) There

should be something, that makes the difference between what happened to the

agent and what the agent does. Davidson explains this by an example of raising

a paralyzed left arm by pulling on a rope via a pulley with ones right arm. When

he would do that, the left arm would raise by doing something else. He then

concludes:
4Hume (1748): section IV/22-26
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Perhaps it will now seem that after all something is added to an

event, say my arm going up, is an action, then there must also be

an intention. But in my view, the intention is not part of the action,

but a cause of it.

[So] nothing is added to my arm going up if that event is caused

by an intention. At one time (about twenty-five years ago, when I

wrote “Actions, Reasons and Causes”) I thought there were no such

states as intending; there were just intentional actions. This was, I

now believe, an error.’

Intentions are also required to explain how complex actions are mon-

itored and controlled. (Davidson (1987): 106)

This last sentence is an important remark, but Davidson did not work it out.

In action theory it is quite common to consider beliefs and desires as the

main elements of intentionality; intentionality is the desire to accomplish a goal

on the basis of a belief. Belief in the context of action theory means knowledge

and / or expectations about the world, to reach that goal. Although it can be

questioned whether this concept is always valid it seems to be applicable in the

cases we will consider in the next section.5

Davidson stated that the emergence of an intention requires two transforma-

tions on the belief and desire. First, the transformation that brings belief and

desire together. This is what is usually thought of as practical reasoning. Then

in the second stage the perceived value of the end to the value of the means will

be considered. (Davidson (1987): 106)

Dretske picked up the point of the mental causation as mentioned, but not

fully worked out, by Davidson. (Dretske (1988)) In his Explaining Behavior he

analyses the processes in terms of beliefs and desires as the elements that play

a role, but his diagram with its explanation deviates from the conventional way

to analyse these concepts and does not mention the essential key of the concept,

being the feedback loop. In the feedback the measured value of the process

characteristic is subtracted from the desired value and the difference is used to

drive the adjustment of the process as indicated in figure 4.1 below.6

figure 4.1 negative feedback loop concept

5Animals and even insects show behavior that we would interpretate as intentional, most

probably in many cases it is not in their neural systems based on separate desire and belief

notions. So we can not exclude similar mechanisms in human behavior.
6A summary of the used feedback loop theory aspects and a comparison with Dretske’s

diagram is given in appendix 2.
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With the example of the Vestibulo Oculair Reflex, as summarized in appendix 2,

we see that the neural structures of desires and knowledge of the world (beliefs)

can have more than one level. Although this example reflects the concept still at

a very low level, this example can justify the assumption that the same concepts

work at higher much more complex levels in a similar way. As the complexity

increases too much for a detailed analysis at neural level, the use of the concept

of final cause can be justified.

This non reductionist approach is also advocated by Alicia Juarrero. In her

Dynamics in action, Intentional Behavior as a Complex System she analyses

what Dynamic Systems Theory implies for the philosophy of mind and the

philosophy of action. (Juarrero (1999)) General Dynamic Systems Theory, first

articulated by the organismic (holistic, anti-reductionist theories) biologist Lud-

wich von Bertanlanffy in 1981, is applicable to systems where the parts and the

whole interact. This means subsystems contribute to the system as a whole

and receive information from other subsystems and / or the higher levels of

the system. (id.: chapter 7) Juarrero concludes that once a semantic state space

self-organizes, the trajectories within that higher dimensional, neurological space

embody new rules: the constraints of logic, meaning, value and the like. (id.:248)

Conclusion

Based on above mentioned considerations:

(CS 4.3.1) As Design of artifacts is a high level activity, it is justifiable to use

the concept of final causation. The more detailed examples in the next section

should confirm this.

4.4 Design considered as causal actions

As already worked out above, action theory justifies final cause as a causal ex-

planation of action. However, this is not sufficient to explain design of functional

artifacts and to answer the basic questions as formulated in the introduction.

A very valuable input for our analysis is found with Aristotle. He analyzed the

artifacts, the things not caused by nature, in terms of four causes: material

cause, form cause, efficient cause and final cause. (Aristotle: Physics book II

194-198) These basic causes usually work together, as he explains with the ex-

ample of the house builder who has knowledge about the form of the house and

the matter, the bricks, beams and so forth. (id.: 194a/25)7 Aristotle indicated

these combined causes as the cause of unity (see quote and reference in 2.1).

Aristotle remarked: This then perhaps exhausts the number of ways in which

the term ’cause’ is used. (id.: 195a1) In other words the meaning of the term

cause by Aristotle has no other than what he defined in listing the usage. In a

similar way the meaning of cause in this essay is defined by the similar use by

7In Metaphysics Aristotle refers to stones, bricks and timbers as a potential house. As

defined by covering bodies and chattels and other similar differentia one speaks of an actual

house. In case these are combined one speaks of the third kind of substance, which is composed

of matter and form. (Aristotle: Metaphysics book VIII-1043a15)
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Aristotle in that book of Physics. 8

The following definitions include the interrelation of the causal factors.9

(Def. 4.4.2) The material of the material cause means: that what can

be used to realize the form and the function (final cause),

(Def. 4.4.3) The form of the form cause can be defined as how the

material can be used to reach the goal, (final cause, the intended use

of the artifact)

An interesting example directly related to Aristotle’s reference to house

building can be found in Steven Mithen’s Human Evolution and the Cognitive

Basis of Science. He refers to the development of a completely new building

technique in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic era (PPN). In the PPN-A period small

circular dwellings were built. Around 9000 years ago in the so called PPN-B

period rectangular buildings, using either mud-bricks or stone were built, fre-

quently with two storeys. (Davis (2010): 39)

Here we see the causal relation between material and form. Using tree

branches and twigs, building a square form is more difficult, a circular form

is more stable and one loses material when one has to cut the material in the

length of side. On the other hand, when building with standard sized mud-bricks,

a square form makes sense.

As will be worked out in this section, and demonstrated in the appendices

2 and 3, this model of four different causes still appears to be applicable in

understanding technological developments and artifact design.10

Heidegger in his search for the instrumental essence of technology refers to

the four causes defined by Aristotle. In Die Technik he analysis the coming in

existence of artifacts:

The instrumental approach does not give us the essence. We have

to look for the essence of the instrumental. A means to end is what

works in the direction of a goal. Where goals are pursued, means

are used, where the instrumental masters, there prevails causality.

(Heidegger (1962):8)

Then, he refers to the four causalities as introduced by Aristotle: The four

causalities bring what is-not into reality. They ‘occasion’ ( Ver-an-lassen) the

artifact as a kind of revealing.

He uses an example of a silver sacrificial chalice (Opferschale). (Heidegger

(1962): 8-11) It is not just the silversmith that brings about the chalice. The

silver is co-responsible (mitschuld), the chalice is indebted to the silver. But not

8And the way Heidegger defines his usage
9these interrelations are consistent with Aristotle’s cause of unity as mentioned in 2.1.

10The key capability to realize artifacts, changing the form of material, is quite common

in the animal world. The next and most important key capability, the deliberate action to

combine materials, seems to be a specific human capability.
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just to the silver, the silver does not bring about the chalice, it is the aspect

(eidos) of chaliceness (schalenhaftem) that as form cause is co-responsible.11

Causes and knowledge bases

It is quite evident that design activities are related to knowledge. In general

knowledge can be related not only to the basic causes like wood and stone

with their basic characteristics, the concept of forms like roof and hinge are

independent of the material, efficient cause relates to the knowledge of how

things perform and final cause relates to knowledge in relation to the goals,

but also to combinations of these causes relate to as kind of standard solution

knowledge and experience base.

Causes vs conditions of artifact design

The four causalities are directly related to the artifact design and realization. In

other contexts one considers population growth, shortage of energy, floods, a war

situation, etc. to cause the need for artifacts and thus artifact design. This is an

indirect relation to the artifact itself. These situations “created” the conditions

to stimulate and direct the design of the artifact, not the artifact itself. The

basic causations can be recognized directly when analysing the artifact and its

use plan in relation to the the design process.

Communication, information exchange of invented improvements elsewhere,

as it is common today, formed an important factor in the start up phase of

modern technology, with for example since the beginning of the 19th century

specific agricultural magazines and newspapers as indicated in appendix 3.

Hans Jonas, noticed that since the early human artifacts, revolutionary in-

ventions occurred more by accident than by design. Historically, short periods

of fast improvements were followed by hundreds or even thousands of years of

stable usage with only small improvements.

On the whole (not counting upheavals), the great classical civiliza-

tions had comparatively early reached a point of technological sat-

uration, an optimum in equilibrium of means with acknowledged

needs and goals and had little cause later to go beyond it.(Jonas

(1979))

Jones identified modern technology by its restless nature. The driving force of

the direct need to solve essential problems, is replaced by autonomous progress,

not only of technology and science, as a cultural condition.

Historical development of agricultural artifacts

In appendix 3 the history and development of a few basic agricultural artifacts

is summarized. The improvement steps can be understood in relation to the

four causes (see CO A2.3.1.and A2.3.2). Also the exchange of experiences with

other communities plays a positive role. An other factor became visible in this

short history survey: improvements require risk taking people (producers and

11For the translation of Heideggers wordings into English I have made use of the translation

by William Lovitt as in (Scharff and Dusek (2003): 252-264). Some typical Heideggerian terms

are added between ().
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customers), people with a belief in future developments. Apparently they see an

advantage of being an early adopter and or being recognized as such.

Reflexions on semiconductor developments and applications

In appendix 4 a number of development steps in the area of electronics are high-

lighted in particular the change from vacuum tubes to semiconductor devices

and the early developments of integrated circuits. Also here the four causes can

be identified in various design steps.

A reflexion on these developments and the required application capabilities

shows that more than just the application of rules is required. This aspect will

be discussed as tacit knowledge in the next chapter.

Also in this domain we see examples of, from an economical viewpoint, too

early adopters. This means they consider other than financial values as impor-

tant.

The examples of the so called op-amp applications demonstrate the step

towards higher level designs. (see appendix 4) This is an example of a repre-

sentation of a higher level function that did not reflect any relation with the

physical appearance as was still the case with the tubes and transistors. This

kind of abstract representation of functional units was a step and a condition

for the complex system designs that now are common in our world of artifacts,

since the middle of last century.

As mentioned in the appendix 4 an important step to handle complexity has

been made with the introduction of programming languages. However also this

development was based on many small improvement steps. And by considering

design elements as virtual material(causes) also this kind of design and realisa-

tion processes can be understood as based on the four causes.(see attachment 3

CS3.4.1 - 5) 12

4.5 Value as a causal factor

Reconsidering the lines of thought and reasoning in design processes I recognised

the above mentioned causal factors, but then I realized I missed one important

factor: the cost factor, or to be more precise value as the result between cost

and yield (not only in terms of money as will be discussed below). It is striking

that, while value is considered to be the difference between ad-hoc tools and

artifacts, as mentioned in 1.2, this aspect has received little attention in philos-

ophy of technology in general and in the various specific reflections on artifacts

in particular. A few exemptions with attention to the factor of value are:

Mario Bunge, in his Philosophical Inputs and Outputs of Technology gives an

interesting survey of the interaction of technology and philosophy. He observed

that one of the differences between science and technology is the orientation of

technology on value, whereas pure science is driven only by its own interest.

12As programming languages and high level specification languages are typically action

oriented, the conclusion that the four causes are applicable can not be extended to other

language use in general
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(Bunge (1979):177)

Ibo van der Poel states even more explicitly:

[v]alue is at the heart of engineering design. Design creates value for

companies, users and ultimately, for society. (van der Poel (2009):

973)

In this subsection I will make it plausible that, to understand the design

process, it makes sense to consider value as a kind of additional causal element.

To be more precise value should be understood as the net value of an artifact.

This means the value minus costs has to be considered as a causal driving factor,

not in isolation but like the earlier mentioned causalities usually in combination

with those other causalities. Although not mentioned by Aristotle, it seems

evident that also with his example of building a house, cost plays a dominant

role in the decisions on size and materials. In the example above of the plough

development, the replacement of the wooden beam of the ploughs by standard

iron bars was related to the cost of the material. Value is also directly related

with the basic causes. In general value is considered to be related to a bearer. A

bearer can be any kind of concrete or abstract entity or state of affairs. (Hsieh

(2007)) In this context the four causalities have to be considered as bearer of

positive - and negative (costs)values, but that does not exclude other bearers,

such as status.

The cost to be considered in this kind of value related causation, should be

seen as the total cost of ownership (TCO). This includes not only the initial cost

but also the cost to maintain the artifacts function and today we even have to

add the cost of demolishing it. With all these considerations it should be clear

that cost and value are variable in time. In particular the value might change

relatively fast with new technological developments today.

Value should include not only the direct economic effect of the application

of the artifact over its economic life cycle. Beth Preston refers to the exam-

ple of uniforms, not serving as clothes only, but these have specific concurrent

secondary functions. (Preston (2009): 215) Uniforms indicate that the person

wearing it belong to a certain group and or practices a certain function. In a

similar way one can recognize that a house or a building in general represents a

certain status, it can also include the function of being an investment. In general

aesthetical aspects and ethical considerations are to be taken into account of

the nett value.

The aesthetics add value

Although the value of functional artifacts is primarily determined by the way

and efficiency to provide the use plan, also the appearance can contribute to

its value. Heidegger’s example of the sacrificial chalice can be seen as a good

example. The choice for silver and the decorations made by the silversmith

add value to match the requirement of the sacrificial purpose of the artifact.

Aesthetic aspects play an important, and often a dominant, role in the design

of almost all functional artifacts today. In this context we see ’design’ used

as an adjective. Even for production equipment in factories we see aesthetical,
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industrial design being used to give the equipment an attractive appearance.

The ethical aspects

Since the middle of the last century the strong growth of technology has been,

more systematically, brought in relation to ethics. As Bunge formulated: tech-

nology needs some ethical bridling. (Bunge (1979):179) Moral decision making is

value oriented. Ibo van der Poel refers to an interesting example where environ-

mental considerations lead to the decision to close the Eastern Scheldt estuary

not by a fixed dam, but by a more open, and more expensive, barrier that can

be closed in case of storm floods. (van der Poel (2009); 1001) It is not easy to

measure ethical value in terms of cost. Therefore a number of ethical aspects

are made explicit through requirements in the form of, preferably international,

standard norms. For example, safety aspects of equipment and tools shall con-

firm to international safety standards. Environmental considerations stopped,

by such norms, the usage of certain chemicals in cooling equipment.

Incommensurable values

Although the consequences of the basic causation often might be expressed in

an applicable currency, this is in general difficult or impossible in particular

in case of major innovation steps, and in an early stage of the design phase.

This means that decisions will be based on weighing incommensurable values.

As mentioned, with some of the examples in appendix 3 and 4, often so called

early adopters bring a new trend in artifacts into usage even in case the direct

economic advantage for them is questionable or even negative. In such case

elements like the status of being advanced have to be considered as intangible

value. This point of decision making in case of incommensurable values will be

an issue discussed, but not really solved, in chapter 5.

4.6 Conclusions

(C4.6.1) The basic causes (final cause, form cause, material cause, efficient cause

and the value cause) can be considered as somehow, somewhere being in the

mind as essential elements in the artifact design process. With:

The material of the material cause means: that what can be used to

realize the form and the function (final cause),(Def. 4.4.2)

and

The form of the form cause can be defined as how the material can be

used to reach the goal, (final cause, the intended use of the artifact)

(Def. 4.4.3)

As indicated in apendix 3 material can also be a virtual design element as a

subsystem in a larger configuration. (see C A3.4.2-5)

It should be noted that the final-, form-, material, and efficient cause here

are used only as causes in cognitive action processes. This is a much restricted

use than Aristotle’s’ general and metaphysical use.
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(C4.6.2) As argued in the previous section tangible and intangible values play

a cognitive causal role in functional artifact design.

(C4.6.3) The diagram in the figure 4.2 below updates the reference model of

chapter 3 with the results of this chapter.

figure 4.2 reference model 4.2

The analysis made in this subsection did not cover the aspect of what could

be called distributed cognition. In many cases in the past and almost always

today, the design of artifacts is teamwork. For the mainly causal and cogni-

tive analysis made in this essay it is less relevant whether certain steps from

one artifact to an improved version have been made by the same actor, the

same team, or by a sequence of actors and teams. In addition to that seeing

an existing artifact designed elsewhere and recognizing its shortcomings often

leads to improvements. The various aspects of what is indicated in the reference

model with communication are usually identified under the umbrella of Social

Construction of Technology (SCOT). These communication aspects include not

only the common ground of the community of designers and users but also the

effect of new input from elsewhere as indicated for instance by the examples of

appendix 3.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The Delta Transformation

The development of artifacts to the level we now experience in daily live can

be understood as the results of countless numbers of transitions, small design

changes. Only a small number is observable as realised artifacts, but most are

intermediate results in the mind of designers and design teams. (C3.4.1)1

Existing artifacts form the input of the design process, not in isolation, but

in combination with all kinds of related information including what Houkes

and Vermaas called the use plan. The use plan is a notion to indicate the

understanding ’how to use the artifact to perform its function in supporting

a users action’. (C3.4.2)

The transitions performed by the design processes can be indicated as Delta

Transformations (DT). The use of the DT model can be justified by several

references and by a large number of examples in various design domains.(C3.4.1)

The Delta Transformation can be considered as the cognitive causal actions

of the design process. Causal actions can then be identified by searching for the

required causes to ‘transform’ a functional artifact into an improved successor.

cognitive processes and capabilities

Conceptual and more innovative design steps often require a more integral pro-

cess of understanding based on interiorized tacit knowledge. The cognitive de-

sign processes have to be understood as a mixture of rational and tacit (un-

conscious) considerations and judgments processes. The rational activities can

be learned and improved by methodological procedures. The tacit and uncon-

scious processes are innate and when present can be improved by examples and

experiences, training. (C3.4.4)

Causations

In the search for causation in action theory of Wittgenstein II, Donald Davidson

and Fred Dretske the use of final cause can be justified as a causal explanation

of agent’s, in our case designer’s action.(C4.3.1 and C A1.1)

1between brackets the reference to the conclusions in preceding chapters
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The analysis of various examples in the sequence of functional artifacts sup-

ports the use of Aristotle’s four causalities (material cause, form cause, efficient

cause and final cause) as causal factors in design actions.2 These causations

are interrelated as also mentioned by Aristotle. Each of these causal elements

and their mutual combinations are related to explicit and to tacit knowledge

bases.(C4.6.1)

Several references, personal experiences and the analysis of various examples

in appendices 2 and 3 lead to a fifth factor to be considered: the net value of

the artifact, including intangible values. This notion of value could be added as

a kind of integrating causality element, it is interrelated to the four causalities

of Aristotle and with the design context(s) of the artifact. It forms a main input

for the judgment- and decision processes and is like the other causations related

to knowledge bases. These five causalities can be understood as cognitive causes

of the artifact design. (C4.6.2)

Conditions

Environmental factors influencing the design process are to be considered as De-

sign Conditions. Elements like the need for an artifact or artifact improvement

due to environmental factors, exchange of information, communication and cul-

ture factors like a mindset in favor of changes, etc. all have an impact on the

design process, sometimes called causes for the design, and thus can be regarded

as an indirect cause in relation to the artifact. (C4.6.2) For a visualisation of

the above indicated model see figure 4.2.

Answers to the basic questions of chapter 1:

Q1 What can be the role of philosophy of cognition / philosophy of action in

the explanation of functional artifact design?

1. The modeling in terms of cognitive causalities can be used as a base for

the identification of the cognitive processes involved in the design activity.

2. There are good reasons to add value as a causal element, when analysing

design of functional artifacts from a cognition philosophical point of view.

3. Tacit knowledge and processes play a key role in understanding the design

process. The future increase of understanding these processes will support

the understanding of the design process.

Q2 Can our current theories of technical philosophy account for the growth

of available functional artifacts?

1. Technological developments and developments of artifacts can be under-

stood as an almost autonomous process performed by the community of

designers and early users.

2. Functional artifacts can be applied in higher level (system) designs as

functional materials, the same is applicable for symbolic elements and

2This is a restricted use of Aristotle’s concept, see C4.6.1
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even for subroutines written in programming languages. This results in an

almost exponential growth in opportunities for new artifacts. (C A4.4.5)

3. The growing knowledge base, the growing amount of low cost available

high level functions does not show an end of new possibilities. Eventually

the saturation level should come via the value factor.

Pragmatic Phenomenological Analysis

As a last conclusion it can be stated that the Pragmatic Phenomenological Anal-

ysis appeared to be useful for the cognition philosophical oriented exploration

of functional artifact design and offers a good amount of options for further in

depth analyses. (above results and C2.3.1-2)
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Appendix 1

The ICE theory compared with PPA

As mentioned in chapter 2.1 Houkes and Vermaas with the use plan concept

in combination with the designers intention define a wider context of the design

activities of functional artifacts. However as indicated in the table below with

their example of the nail clipper design, the main missing (sub)process is the

actual design activity. (Houkes and Vermaas (2010): 36) In their example they

describe preceding steps and conditions and also the step following the actual

design, but the most specific activity, the actual design, has not been explored.

This missing process is the key subject of this essay.

ICE Theory nail clipper example PPA view

[t]he process does not start with a de-

signer intending to make a nail clipper.

The process starts with the notion that

a standard pair of scissors is not a satis-

fying solution to cut one’s nails. Or de-

signer sees opportunity for an improve-

ment.

Instead the designer intends to improve

existing solution with use plan that may

be executed to realise this goal, and

with some beliefs of the objects that are

manipulated in executing this plan.

The designer intends to improve the ex-

isting use plan with existing tool

Suppose that this plan features an ap-

plication that the designer believes is

non-existent. Identification of such a

product, and its desired capacities is an

example of subsidiary planning.

/ similar

The designer then has to contribute to

realizing the existence of this object.

Hence, product designing of a nail clip-

per starts.

/ similar

Missing !

The designer plays around with ideas,

considers alternatives, evaluates pros

and cons, makes a choice for a certain

concept, works out the selected concept

This process results in further design

tasks once the product designer decom-

poses the object to be produced into

components...

/ similar
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Appendix 2

Feedback loops in action theory

The basic concept of a feedback loop control is the structure by which the actual

value of a process indicator (R), for instance a temperature, is compared with

a desired value (D). The difference between these two is used to control the

process.

Comparison Dretske’s diagram with usual feedback loop:

The two figures below show the difference between the usual way to explain the

concepts and Dretske’s diagram. (Dretske (1988): 88)

figure A2-1 comparison Dretske’s model with standard

Both Davidson and Dretske refer to the example of a thermostat, but they

do not refer to the basic concept. Dretske mentions the bi metal strip that

forms the heart of old thermostats. The disadvantage of this example is that it

is an ingenious combination of a measuring, reference and switch function which

makes it not ideal to understand the basic concept.

Servo-concept

A more specific concept structure is the so called servo loop. These processes

can also be of mechanical nature as used in factory mechanization and robotics.

De basic structure is the same but the difference is that the desired value is the

variable. By changing the variable the system realizes the desired value, also

when environmental conditions (with in some limitations)change. This structure

is shown in figure A1.2.
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figure A2.2: Mathematical base of feedback loop concept

The key characteristic again is that the difference between the desired and

the actual value is used to realize a result. The control algorithm supplies the

reference for the force that realizes the required result.

Feed Back Loops in neural systems

Already in the 50th of last century McGulloch en Pitt showed that there exist

feedback-loop configurations of neurons in the brain.Pask (1961) In practice with

this kind of neuron structure more feedback loop configurations work together

where one configuration can even correct an other one.

The Vestibulo Oculair Reflex is a kind of prototype example. The eye mus-

cles make corrections for the movement of the head in order to stabilize the

projection on the retina. This control mechanism is handled by a group of neu-

ron cells in the cerebellum. These cells combine the inputs from the organ of

balance, the eye muscles and the retina and transmit these to a special group

of cells. These cells control the action. In case the feedback is insufficient or

too strong the shift on the retina is send to a third group of cells (the lower

olivecernels), these send a correction signal to the Purkinjecells which adjust

the feedback mechanism.

When we extrapolate these structures to the processes in the brain in general

it becomes clear that one can not speak of states in the brain as entities but

that we should consider these as complex dynamic systems that can also be

understood and explained by a final cause explanation.

Justification and limitation for explanations

In todays philosophy of science, as Wesley C. Salmon points out, the Deductive-

Nomological (DN) model of Hempel-Oppenheimer is generally considered as

too strict. (Salmon (1972) :20-23 paragraph ’problems for the DN pattern of

explanation)

’Scientific understanding is, after all, a complicated affair; we should

not be surprised to learn that it has many different aspects. Expos-

ing underlying mechanisms and fitting phenomena into comprehen-

sive pictures of the world seem to constitute two important aspects.’
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...’these two types of understanding frequently overlap. When we find

that the same mechanisms underlie different types of natural phe-

nomena this ipso facto constitutes theoretical unification’ (Salmon

(1972): 39)

Salmon refers to three main elements. The first element to be considered, as also

identified by Van Fraassen, is an analysis of the problem under consideration... 3

To be followed by the two other elements being the clarification of the underlying

mechanisms and the fitting of the phenomena in a consistent representation of

the world. These are the elements also applied in this paper.

It should also be clear from above explanations that the specific property

of the feedback-loop configuration can not be reduced to a lower physical level.

This observation is compatible with the more generic metaphysics of Lynne

Rudder Baker. (Baker (2007) Chap. Commonsense causation)

With the knowledge of feedback processes we can pick up Davidson’s example

to explain how a mental desire can result in a bodily action. We start at the

stage where the “ practical reasoning” as mentioned above has decided to call

for a taxi. The person with a paralyzed arm and carrying something with his

other arm is now equipped with a robotic harnas-arm for the paralyzed arm

and a voice recognition device that can start the servo system of the robotic

arm by the command to raise the arm when the vocal ‘taxi’ is detected. As

Davidson states “I take it as obvious that linguistic behavior is intentional” we

can explain that the intention caused the action. Assuming the similarity of

the earlier described neural systems is accepted, this would also applied to non

paralyzed arms without robotic harnas.

More complex systems

The above mentioned example of raising the arm covers only a well defined

relative low level action process, starting with an already available mental desire

to raise an arm as typical for calling a taxi. The desire could be made well defined

as an intention by the linguistic interface to avoid subconscious processes that

might have plaid a role in the decision process to call for a taxi rather that to

walk or use public transport. That kind of decision processes requires other type

of analysis.

It is interesting to notice that Salmon, in above mentioned quote, moved

from a justification of explanation to understanding. At the level of basic mech-

anisms final cause can be used as a justifiable explanation. In case of more

complex systems criteria for the label justified explanation should be developed.

Gradually one will move into understanding.

Conclusion

(C A2.1) By referring to the basic feedback loop structure the final cause can

be used as a justifiable explanation. With its underlying mathematical relations

this explanation can be as solid as the working cause explanations based on

Newtons laws.

3also Juarrero (1999): 182 refers to this aspect
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Appendix 3
Examples of agricultural artifacts

Introduction

The purpose of this subsection is to illustrate the concept of form - and material

causation with some examples of agricultural artifacts. The main focus will be

on the development of the plough (plow in American English). The choice of the

plough as an example of an artifact development is not completely arbitrary.

The plough can be considered as the most important artifact to meet the re-

quired food supply for growing population densities. This importance certainly

contributed to a good amount of studies on the (early) development of ploughs

in various places in the world. Probably one of the most complete surveys of an-

tique ploughs can be found in Entstehung und Verbreitung des Pfluges by Paul

Leser. (Leser (1931)) This work describes numerous examples of ploughs with

some indications as to how they have evolved since the oldest known types from

before 2000 BC. More details on the development, with more information about

the exchange processes between countries, over the last centuries are found in a

study by J.M.G.van der Poel. (van der Poel (1967)) Also the publication of Roy

Bridge, Ploughs and Ploughing, has been used as a reference. Brigden (2003)

Some, for this analysis of interest, specific details can be visualised by pictures

of ploughs as used during the first decades of the last century.4

The plough

The figure below shows a drawing of the concept of a primitive plough with

the basic functional components indicated. The first and main component is the

share. The coulter or knife cuts the soil, so in combination with the share a

slice of soil is made. The slice of the topsoil that is lifted by the share is carried

by the mouldboard up and over, so that this slice being cut lifts and rolls over

as the plough moves forward, dropping back to the ground upside down into

the furrow and onto the turned soil from the previous run down the field.5 This

turning of the soil could replace manual digging over weed and manure.

figure A.3-1 Plough concept(source: Leser (1931): 4)

4Some old farmers explained me details about the actual use.
5the term mouldboard is a little confusing, originally it just was a flat piece of wood. Only

much later the form was moulded to improve the performance and to reduce the friction.
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Relevant parts in this context:

C: Beam; (German: Grindel; Dutch: boom)

E: share; (German: schar; Dutch:schaar)

F: Knife / Coulter; (German: Sechs; Dutch: Kouter)

G: Mould board; (German Steichbrett); Dutch rister / keerbord)

History

Simple plough-like artifacts, called scratch plough or ard, were already in use

in the middle East before 2000 BC. These ancient ploughs, originally made of

wood and later with a iron plate covered ploughshare, only tore-lose the soil, as

they did not include a mouldboard, for sowing and improving drainage.

figure A.3-2 Ancient plough (source: Leser (1931): 254)

Illustrations from the Middle Ages show the use of wooden mouldboards. It

is not clear when and where this important improvement was introduced.

figure A.3-3 Plough from Middle Ages concept(source: Leser (1931): 159)

Refuged large landowners during the English Civil War (1642-1646) found

more advanced and efficient agricultural methods and tools on the continent in

Flanders and a publication by one of them, Richard Weston, caused a wave of

improvements in England after the civil war.

In Germany progress was significantly influenced by the books of Alber Bariel

Thaer, Einleitung zur Kenntnis der englischen Landwirthschaft, Abbildung und

Bescheibung der nützlichsten Ackergerätschaften and his main work Grundsätze

der rationellen Landwirtschaft (4 vol. 1809-1812)

Around 1800 some of the small iron cast foundries did grow into sizable

factories. Robert Ransome, in England, (1803) more or less by accident found

that hardening the low side of the share caused a kind of self sharpening. (van der

Poel (1967) :81) Germany picked up the industrial production technology from

England quite successful, in 1880 one of the factories reached a production level
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of 20 000 a year with a significant export to Russia. (van der Poel (1967): 89-94)

In 1788 Thomas Jefferson used mathematical concepts to design improved

mouldboard shapes.6 These designs probably influenced the patent obtained by

Jethro Wood for the first successful iron plough in 1814. Even more success-

ful was the Eagle plough, originally based on Jeffersons concepts, but the real

success of this plough came from the variations of mouldboard shape, tuned

to various soil types. The disadvantage that cast iron has of getting a rough

surface due to wearing was solved most noticeable, by John Deere in 1837 by

using polished steel. (van der Poel (1967): 96-98)

figure A.3-4 Balance plough

The figure of a balance plough above shows a simple plough, the concept of

this plough is still the same as that of the late Middle Ages, but all parts in

contact with soil are now made of iron and the shapes of all parts have been

optimized. This reduces the friction and wear. The beam and tail are still made

of wood. This type of plough was still in use in the first decades of the 20th

century. For use in heavy soil or to plough pasture land, a two wheel cart is

added, because it is difficult to control ploughing single handedly with more

than one ox or one horse. The cart is pulled by the animals and is attached by

chains to the the ploughbeam.

6This is the most well-known example where science first merged with craftsmanship to

create agricultural artifacts.(there are sources referring to the same kind of analysis by others,

around that same time.)
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figure A.3-5 Cart plough, wheeled plough

The disadvantage of this model is that the total forms a heavy construct

with a lot of friction losses. The two wheels of the front cart have different size

because the wheel that rolls in the furrow had to be larger. This makes going

over the road to the field uncomfortable.

In the early 20th century, mass produced standard iron bars became available

at low costs to replace the wooden parts. The first models were just a copy of

the wooden concept but more compact, easier to handle and with less friction

losses. However, these models still had two different wheel sizes. as shown below.

figure A.3-6 Metal cart plough

Soon after the introduction of the metal parts, the freedom of construction

with the new material ’caused’ a more integrated concept which was a lot easier

to handle, as it had same size of wheels and the possibility to adjust the height

of one of the wheels as shown below.
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figure A.3-7 adjustable plough

Sowing equipment

Sowing equipment provides the means to sow in eguidistant rows. The equidis-

tance not only results in a better yield per amount of seeds, sowing in rows

makes weed control easier and is, in the case of vegetables, also a condition for

the use of harvesting equipment. The first ideas for sewing tools were already

developed in the 16th century among others by Sir Hugh Platt, and in the 18th

century by the English large landowner Jethro Tull, writer of a book on agricul-

tural artifacts titled The Horse-Hoeing Husbandry (1733). However constructed

mainly of wooden parts these were not successful. The use of metal parts in

the constructions of the sowing tools caused a breakthrough around 1800 (id.:

77-81). The old picture below shows an example of seed distribution in rows by

rotating drum containers with holes. Such a solution is not feasible with only a

wood construction.

figure A.3-8 Sowing in rows around 1850 (source: van der Poel (1967))
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Van der Poel described, based on archived agricultural magazines and -

newspapers and from 1795 - 1854, how a number of different people in the

North-East of the Netherlands, developed a continuous chain of small improve-

ments in steps.(van der Poel (1967): 290) One example in this chain is the

adjustable attachment of the vertical bars to the horizontal bar. Originally this

was done by wedges, but that appeared to be not sufficiently solid. In the end

the fixing was done with metal screws. In 1854 also other detailed parts were

made from metal. This version, introduced at the agricultural exhibition of 1854

in Arnhem, was well received in the whole country. (van der Poel (1967): 28-30)

Harvesting equipment

The introduction of harvesting equipment came later. As for the harvesting

of vegetables, this had to wait for the use of sowing equipment. In the case of

making hay, the equipment required more complex mechanics in particular to cut

grass as short as it could be done by hand. More complex mechanics meant also

more costs and farmers were very conscious of finances. Van der Poel noticed

that the introduction of hay harvesters was done first by gentlemen farmers,

while the smaller farmers decided that the grass was not cut sufficiently short

and the equipment was too expensive to give an economic advantage.

Conclusive observations

From the short example of plough development we can draw the following ob-

servations:

(CO A3.3.1):

1. Application of animal power (usually oxes) to replace human force: efficient

causation and form causation;

2. Iron reduced wearing of main functional parts: material causation;

3. The mouldboard was added to turn the soil: efficient - and form causation;

4. A cart was added to handle more horses: efficient - and form causation:

5. Iron casting technology allowed integration of functional parts: material -

and form causation;

6. The wooden beam and cart was replaced by iron parts, while the basic

form remained the same: material causation;

7. Replacement of the separate cart, with the two different wheel sizes, by

an integrated design with adjustable wheel height: form causation;

(CO A3.3.2) From the examples above we can also observe different levels of

final cause. There is the lowest level of parts, subfunctions that, with their final

cause contribute to the final cause of the equipment. Then there is the final cause

of the equipment that contributes to the efficiency of, in this case, agriculture.

And there is the higher purpose of the yield that agriculture brings to the farmer

in particular, and society in general.
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(CO A3.3.3) The examples such as the early sowing equipment and the hay

harvester show that often a development of new solutions requires early adopters.

That means people who start to use new inventions before these are (proven to

be) a more economic solution.
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Appendix 4

Reflexions on semiconductor developments and system ap-

plications

Introduction

The purpose of this subsection is to review the development of the semiconduc-

tor technology and application specifically in relation to the concepts of the four

causes. Therefore many smaller intermediate steps of development and other in-

teresting aspects, such as the more detailed technological developments, have

been left out. Still readers with an aversion of any technical details can skip

most of this section and just take a quick glance at the conclusive summary.

The choice of this domain is not arbitrary for two reasons. It can be stated that

the application of semiconductor technology is the most dominant in the de-

velopment of todays artifacts both in professional and in household equipment.

The other reason is my experience with these applications from mid sixties to

mid nineties of last the century.

Until the early sixties of the last century, electronic equipment was based

on the application of the so called vacuum tube (also called electron tube, radio

tube or thermionic valve). The basic effect of this devices was rediscovered by

Thomas Edison (1880).7 However, the real application of the so called Edison

effect, was invented by John Ambrose Fleming, who was at that time scientific

adviser to the Marconi Company and a former Edison employee. He realized that

the Edison effect could be used as a precision detector for radio wave signals

(1904).

The concept is relatively simple. Electrons emitted by a heated cathode are

accelerated by the voltage between this cathode and a metal anode. Such a

device, called a diode tube, allows an electric current only to flow from the

cathode to the anode and it therefore acts as a rectifier (by convention the

direction of the current is opposite to the direction of the electrons). By adding

a grid between the cathode and the anode and applying a variable voltage level

on this grid the amount of electrons will vary with the grid voltage (such devices

are called triode tubes). This results in a current between the cathode and the

anode with the same variation as the variable voltage on the grid. This current

lead through a resistor causes an amplified voltage signal.

The transition to semiconductors

In the Reflective Practitioner Donald A. Schön gives a short summary of the

development of semiconductor devices with the primary purpose of developing a

replacement for vacuum tubes. (Schön (1983): 177-181) In particular, a program

was started in the Bell labs to develop a semiconductor equivalent of the triode

tube. The concept of the semiconductor diode was already known.

Such a diode was based on semiconductor material (silicon became the stan-

dard semiconductor used for most applications) with two regions, each with a

different kind of impurity added to it, by diffusion later also by ion implantation.

7An earlier invention by Frederick Curthie in 1873 did not receive sufficient attention
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One kind of impurity creates a region on one side that contains negative charge

carriers (electrons). This is called an n-type semiconductor. The other region on

the other side, has a shortage of electrons, this shortage causes positive charges

(holes), and is called a p-type semiconductor. The diode’s contacts are attached

to each of these regions. The boundary within the crystal between these two

regions, called a PN junction, is where the action of the diode takes place. The

electrons are able to pass the junction from the n-type side (called the cathode)

to the p-type side (called the anode), but the ’holes’ cannot pass the junction to

the n-site. So this shows the same effect as the diode tube. The main advantage

is the much smaller size. Disadvantage is the less ideal characteristics than those

of the diode tube, as the effect starts to work only with an applied voltage of

approximately 0.7 Volt. There also remains a resistor effect, and the capacitive

coupling between base, anode and cathode is much larger. The restriction to

lower voltage levels is less significant than the fact that no high voltage and

heating of the cathode is required.

figure A4.1 Diodes transition to semiconductors

In the first attempts to replace the triode tube, the point contact transistor

had a shape similar to the triode tube. Although it did not work as intended

it did give a better understanding of the behavior of semiconductors. This im-

proved understanding of semiconductor behavior formed the basis for William

Shockley, John Bardeen and Walter Brattain’s invention of the junction tran-

sistor (by the application of p and n doped material usually called bipolar tran-

sistor).8 In the early days however, the junction transistor was considered as an

imperfect replacement of the triode tube with two major advantages: the much

smaller size (more than a factor 30, and within integrated circuits more than a

factor 1000), and the lower voltage (factor 5 - 10) and low power consumption.

The main disadvantage was the input current of the base contact. With the

triode tube the input resistance is almost infinite. This means that, the circuit

at output, the cathode - anode site, does not influence the circuit at the input,

the grid, site.

8The theoretical analysis made use of quantum mechanical behavior of electrons in semicon-

ductors.Shockley (1950) Thereby the development of semiconductor devices can be considered

a one of the first application of quantum mechanics, and certainly the the most influential one
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schematic views:

figure A4.2 Transistor development

Design with transistors

In principle every educated engineer would be able to make the mathematical

analysis how a certain circuit configuration would behave. But the complexity,

caused by the disadvantages, made it difficult to design new functions. Only

a limited number of electronic engineers were capable of inventing really new

functional configurations. From the way they explained their design considera-

tions one could conclude that they had kind of a feeling of the dynamic behavior

of the transistors and other components.

In the mid 80’s, in our development department, we had a master

student who for his final master assignment worked on the optimiza-

tion of a fairly complex electronic design. He had a good amount of

knowledge of circuit modeling and experience with computer simula-

tion tools for circuit analysis. He made a lot of simulations but failed

to understand the way the circuits worked. After a few months, with

interactive discussions, we had to conclude with his supervisor from

the university that he was not able to fulfill the assignment.9

Op Amp development10

A good example, to overcome the difficulties, can be found with the workhorse

of analog signal design: the op-amp, the usual abbreviation for operational am-

plifier. It can be defined as a general-purpose, DC-coupled, high gain, inverting

feedback amplifier. The first design of Karl D. Swartzel Jr. at Bell labs (1941)

used vacuum tubes to achieve a gain of 90 dB (power supply + and - 350V).

It proved to be extremely useful in the system that coupled the radar and the

AAA (Anti Aircraft Artillery) with hit rates near 90 percent. This first typical

op-amp design was based on a variety of differential amplifier designs developed

in the thirties. To make a design with such op-amp function is relatively simple

and directions could be found in any handbook of electronic design.

Due to the more complex and variable characteristics of the semiconductor

devices, this simplicity is not the case when one needs the same function realized

with transistors. The first solid state op amps were sold as sub assemblies with

9He got a other, theoretical, assignment at the university
10most of this paragraph is based on Jung (2006)
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matched transistors (to solve the variation of the electrical characteristics). The

performance could not meet that of the vacuum tube base design, but the ad-

vantage was in the significant smaller size and the over a factor 10 lower power

supply voltage. The real breakthrough of the semiconductor op-amps came with

the integrated solution on one chip. This guaranteed the same characteristics of

the transistors and further size reduction.

The first generally recognized integrated op-amp, the µA 702 was designed

by Robert J Widlar at Fairchild company (1963). The successor the µA 709,

had 13 integrated transistors to realize the function and to compensate for

the imperfect characteristics of the transistors and of the parasitic effects of

integration. This one solved some of the shortcoming of the µA 702 and received

wider acceptance it triggered competitors. The competition was based on both

design and technological improvements.

As can been seen from the diagrams below which are based on an understand-

ing of the relatively simple characteristic of an op amp. Various functions can

be designed with understanding of the op amp’s basic characteristics without

knowledge of the complex details of the internal design op-amp. With the re-

striction that also the application of designing with op amps gets more complex

when used at the limits of its specifications for instance at higher frequencies.

figure A4.3 Examples Op-amp application diagrams

Functional Integrated circuits

The integration of more components on a single silicon chip caused the real

breakthrough of the application of electronics in our professional and daily life.

This development has been made possible by the tremendous developments of

the material processes, both through the combination of various material char-

acteristics and by the size of integration. In the early days of circuit integration

the possibilities were still restricted to npn transistors and resistors on a single

chip. Thanks to the continues developments of material processing in particular

the diffusion and later through the ion-implantation of various elements into the

basic silicon material, a larger variety of components could be integrated on the

same chip, each with their specific functional characteristics. Noticeable steps

were pnp and npn on the same chip, which allowed complete integrated analog

designs; field effect transistors combined with bipolar, and so combining the high

input impedance (comparable with the triode tube) with the better amplifica-

tion performance of the bipolar transistors. In the 80th even MOS and bipolar
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circuitry could be realized on the same chip, thus combining the higher input

impedance of the MOS field effect transistor with the amplification performance

of the bipolar circuitry. But even more importantly it yielded the integration of

analog and digital circuitry.

An important advantage of the integrated circuits was that complete functions

became available that did not require the full understanding of the internal

structure. This allowed for a higher level of functional design. The Large Scale

Integrated (LSI) circuits can be designed-in as a functional subsystem in an

application.

Digital

Basically all kinds of analog devices can be used to realize digital functions.

The first digital / computer systems were realized with vacuum tubes. Cost and

complexity restricted the use to military and research applications. The lower

cost and size of bipolar transistors brought the commercially available computer

systems in the 60s.

Logic circuit realizations with respectively vacuum tubes, bipolar transistor

modules DTL (Diode Transistor Logic),TTL (Transistor, Transistor coupled

Logic),ECL (Emitor Coupled Logic), Integrated MOS (first N-type depletion,

later C-MOS) can be considered as form variations of the same functional con-

cept (the form). As illustrated by the figures below with the schematic represen-

tation of the logic nand ( inverting logical and) gate, this is the implementation

of the logic function Q=not(A and B). As can be seen from the diagrams, the

implementation with the triode tube (in this case already with semiconductor

diodes replacing diode tubes) is almost the same as the solid state DTL circuit.

The follow up of the DTL logic circuitry was the TTL concept with the advan-

tage of higher speed switching. The ECL logic circuitry has been specifically

designed for high speed with the disadvantage of more power consumption and

more complex implementation and interfacing.

figure A4.4 Transistor development

Logic and system design

The use of symbols as design items, is shown with some examples below,

allowed functional design with components without knowledge about the inter-

nal technology. Only with some design rules, like the number of connections per
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item logic - and system designers are able to design increasing complex func-

tions. Logic designers work on the realisation of system sub functions with logic

components as and, nands, or and flipflop.

figure A4.5 Examples of basic logic design elements

Systems designers, also indicated as system architects, work at the level of

system sub functions like the example of a simplified processor function below.

figure A4.6 Simplified processor structure

A new category of design: Language as an element to realise and

use processors

With the control function as indicated in figure A3.6 a complete new design

element has been introduced. At the lowest level the control content line is

just a string of logic values (bits). In practice language elements are used to

program these strings. Even different levels of languages are applied. Higher level

programming languages are translated into microcodes (instructions) and these

are translated into the strings of bits (binary code) that control the sequences

of operations in relation to external inputs and internal statuses. The bits of a

control string can be compared with the little cams on the cylinder of a music

box. The information formed by the cams in one row define the sound at one

moment, the sequence forms the tune.

The first integrated processor, the Intel 4004 designed by Federico Faggin in

1971 with MOS technology, although only 4 bits wide, proved to have the feasi-

bility of full digital function integration. Directly followed in 1972 by the more

general purpose 8 bit 8008, and in 1974 by the Intel 8080. It had an extended

instruction set that was source- (not binary-) code compatible with the 8008 and

also included some 16-bit instructions to make programming easier which made

it a truly useful microprocessor. In 1976 the company Zilog brought their Z80

onto the market which became a real competitor. In 1979 Motorola introduced
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the first processors of their 68000 family with a superior architecture, which was

based on a 16 bit address bus. Intel’s reaction to their competitors with the 8085

and 8086 was more defensive and took the burden of the compatibility of the

older concepts of the 8008 and 8080.

The real breakthrough came with the choice of IBM for the Intel 8086/8088

as the basis for their Open PC family introduced 1981. The effect of the open

concept should not be underestimated. By disclosing the internal bus structure

and due to the choice of an external (Microsoft) Operating system a de facto

standard has been set. But, in fact nothing was really new. Apple introduced the

open standard of the microprocessor bus earlier. The choice for an independent

operating system was not new either, as there was the quite successful CP/M

system. The new aspect was that the large and dominant company IBM made

such a move. What we see here is that this, contingent (?) choice for the oper-

ating system (OS) has had as a consequence that the less well structured Intel

microprocessor structure became the de facto standard. Earlier Microsoft had

made the choice for the Intel concept, understandable because of the position

of Intel in that market, but which was not the best choice from technological

and conceptional point of view.11

In parallel, there has been the transition of the Random Access Memory

from the magnetic core technology to MOS technology. It has been predicted

that the semiconductor technology would develop with smaller transistor di-

mensions, more bits per chip and more chips per processing waver and thus

would be cheaper. The Intel 1103, with its 1k bits per chip, was the first MOS

RAM device applied by most of the computer system suppliers. However, from

a technical and economic point of view, this was a rational anomaly, because at

that moment magnetic core memories had the same performance, had a lower

price, were more reliable and did not loose information after power switched

off. One could calculate that only above 4k bits per chip MOS based memories

would be the better choice. It probably was the more managerial and commercial

considerations to apply the more advanced technology.

From that moment onwards the developments became almost exactly pre-

dictable in terms of increased processor performance, memory capacity, etc. The

really new element did not come from the hardware but from the concept of the

graphical user interface first introduced by Xerox 8010 Star Information Sys-

tem in 1981, but hardly recognized. It was followed by the Apple Lisa (which

presented the concept of the menu bar as well as window controls) in 1983 and

the Apple Macintosh 128K in 1984. Microsoft followed suite in 1985 with their

Windows 1.0.

There is a related important aspect in all these developments: the acceptance

of (De facto) standards. With electronic devices the connections are usually

defined by the company that first introduces a particular function, but power

connections are generally standardized. This kind of standardization makes it

11the addressing space of the Intel concept was restricted and less flexible due to the split

in instruction and data area. As a consequence the structure was not well compatible with

other OS such as the superior Unix OS.
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easier for competition to introduce better and or cheaper equivalents. In the

early days of electronic computer systems, companies made their own choice for

instance on how to code the alpha numerical characters. For quite some time

the EBCDIC coding (based on IBM 360 choice) has been used in parallel with

the shortly later defined ASCII (proposal 1963) coding. Extension to support

more characters for various countries new standards were made with extended

ASCII and later Unicode (1991). Adherence to standards is in the end in the

interest of all involved, suppliers and buyers. Various international committees

are involved, notably ISO with many working groups.

Concluding summary

The above short survey of semiconductor developments and applications shows

a continuous chain of small steps with interaction of material, form and appli-

cation (goal directed) improvements.

(CS A4.4.1) A couple of main steps can be identified in relation to the

causalities :

• Triode vacuum tube replacement by point contact transistor (not success-

ful): material cause (basic form remained the same);

• Bipolar junction transistor was derived from semiconductor junction diode:

material and form causation;

• MOS FET transistor was derived from point contact transistor: form and

material causation;

• op-amp and logic functions design: higher level functional module;

• functional electronic designs: form causation with higher functional level

material.

Significant steps in the digital domain:

• Nand function with diodes and triode tube: form and material causation;

• Transition to Diode Transistor Logic: material causation;

• DTL - TTL transition: material causation;

• TTL - ECL transition: mainly form causation;

• ECL - (C-)MOS transition: mainly material causation, the functional /

form concept was known, only after significant reduction of dimensions by

advanced process technology the speed advantage of ECL disappeared;

• Basic processor concept: functional form causation;

• Various processor implementations: material causation.
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(C A4.4.2) The ability to make complex designs with analog circuitry is not

a competence that can be learned by anyone. Internalization of how the circuitry

behaves can be improved by learning, as well as by experiences and examples,

but basically it is a capability that seems to be innate. The same is true for

designing complex digital functional structures. However, these capabilities are

not compatible and seem to be almost exclusive.

(C A4.4.3) The higher level functional module can be seen as functional

materials. These are materials with functional characteristics, like the material

with a specific functional characteristics and shape to be used for building a

house as mentioned by Aristotle.

(C A4.4.4) The representation of these functional elements evolved from rep-

resentations still related to the physical structure of the device (triode tube), to

bipolar transistor symbols with only some indication of the conceptual structure

(notice the similarity with the diode symbol) and then symbols for a functional

module without any indication to the realization, just an indication of the ex-

ternal interfaces. This more abstract representation is a condition for complex

high level design.

(C A4.4.5) Bits can be considered as the (virtual) material (cause) with the

micro code as the form (cause) to perform a function (final cause). Program-

ming language elements, such as subroutines can be considered as material for

application programs (form) to perform a higher level function.

Endnote
The content of this attachment is mainly based on what I remember of these develop-

ments since the mid 60s, when we designed electronic functions with single transistors

and the first simple integrated circuits and we still made use of a few applications

on one of the vacuum tube based computers originally developed at Philips-Research.

However, for a number of details, in particular the years of announcement I have made

use of various sources on the internet.12 For the purpose of this subsection only some

main developments are mentioned. In retrospect this seems a logical flow of devel-

opments. In practice many, sometimes fierce, discussions took place when it came to

decisions whether to move from triode tube to junction transistors for serious applica-

tions. The discussions as the transition from bipolar to MOS could be almost emotional

(from what I remember mainly on the bipolar side, I might be wrong here because I

was at the MOS side).

During my professional live I was involved in the development of internal mem-

ory systems for mainframe computers, display terminals, multimeters, chart recorders,

and instrumentation systems, including the development of specific integrated circuits.

Later I have been involved in the technology management, application systems archi-

tecture and information and automation management.

12see e.g. http://inventors.about.com, various websites of suppliers such as analog devices;

and of course wikipedia. It is amazing that you can type in just the well known type numbers

like 741, 8008 etc. and a number of useful links pop up.
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Used Abriviations

AD After common Dating

BC Before Common dating

DT model Delta Transformation model see section 2.6

MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor see section 3.5

Op Amp Operational Amplifier see section 3.5

PPA pragmatist Phenomenological

Analysis

see section 1.2

TCO Total Cost of Ownership see section 4.5
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Abstract

De scriptie vormt een verkenning vanuit de cognitiefilosofie

in het domein van de filosofie van de techniek met be-

trekking tot ’het ontwerpen van functionele artefacten’.

Het doel is na te gaan welke bijdrage de cognitiefilosofie

kan leveren op dit gebied. Daarbij is gekozen voor een

pragmatisch - fenomenologische benadering. De fenome-

nologische benadering is binnen de cognitiefilosofie niet

ongebruikelijk, maar komt binnen de filosofie van de tech-

niek minder vaak voor.

De ontwikkeling van artefacten kan worden beschouwd

als stappen (transformaties) in een lange keten van ver-

beteringen van voorafgaande artefacten. Daarnaast moet,

zoals Houkes en Vermaas hebben aangegeven een artefact

beschouwd worden in relatie tot een gebruiksplan (use

plan). Deze uitgangspunten worden uitgewerkt mede aan

de hand van enkele voorbeelden tot een basis model voor

verdere analyse. Hierbij wordt accent gelegd op het feit

dat de transformaties klein zijn en ook tijdens het on-

twikkelproces als gedachten sprongentjes plaatsvinden.

(Delta Transformation model)

Bij de verkenning naar de cognitieve ontwerpprocessen

blijken deze voor een belangrijk deel onbewust te zijn,

gebaseerd op impliciete kennis, en ten dele onbewuste

processen bij het beoordelen van de waardebalans met

materiële en immateriële elementen.

Ontwerpen is actiegericht. De eerste fase van de verken-

ning wordt daarom vanuit de handelingsfilosofie gedaan



en wel specifiek vanuit de vraag naar de causaliteit, zoals

ondermeer gesteld door Donald

Davidson en vervolgens door Fred Dretske uitgewerkt.

Aangegeven wordt dat de doeloorzakelijkheid hierbij als

verklarende causaliteit aangenomen kan worden aangezien

deze is te beschouwen als een complex mentaal proces

van teruggekoppelde regelsystemen. Aan de hand van een

aantal concrete voorbeelden uit diverse gebieden wordt

vervolgens aannemelijk gemaakt dat specifiek bij het on-

twerpproces ook materiaal- en vormoorzakelijkheid een

aanwijsbare rol spelen. Het gebruik van van deze door

Aristoteles algemeen gedefinieerde causaliteiten is hier

echter beperkt tot de mentale processen bij het ontwer-

pen van functionele artefacten. Daarnaast wordt ’waarde’

als een specifiek causale factor in het ontwerpproces opgevo-

erd.
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